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Abstract
Traditional multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) approaches do not examine
the costs associated with damage due to environmental factors and are usually imple-
mented to examine one aircraft. The Environmental Design Space (EDS), an MDO
tool, needs cost models that can incorporate the damage cost benefits of environmen-
tally driven design changes both on a single aircraft and throughout a model fleet.
It is important that the EDS framework also has a capability to assess the impact of
future environmental technologies.
Operating cost and fleet representation modules are created for the Environmental
Design Space to calculate aggregated fleet effects for operating cost and emissions for
current and evolving aircraft fleet. A case study involving a cost-benefit analysis of
a NO. stringency mandate is conducted using the modules to assess the limitations
of EDS. To assess the impacts of future environmental technologies, a real options
framework is created using financial theory and applied to an engineering context.
This framework is then used to derive a current monetary value for the option to
include a noise reduction technology, trailing edge fan blowing, into an aircraft system.
Examining the trade-offs of the three differently designed replacement aircraft,
the operating cost and fleet representation modules show that the minimum NO,
aircraft has less of a cost-benefit fleet impact than that of the minimum fuel burn
and minimum take-off weight. These results demonstrate a major trade-off between
performance and environmental factors. The operating cost and fleet representation
modules along with EDS assist in the design of aviation environmental policies by
examining scenario fleet impacts. The real options framework using Monte Carlo
software calculates the option value of incorporating new technology into the fleet.
Thesis Supervisor: Karen Willcox
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Background
With increases in air transportation, aircraft-associated environmental factors such
as nitrous oxide (NO,) and carbon dioxide (C02) emissions have become a major
concern for governments worldwide [36]. Environmental factors affect not only the
local populations surrounding airports, but also the areas over which aircraft travel,
and the global climate. Governments and regulatory bodies such as the Federal Avi-
ation Administration (FAA) make regulations that cause current and future aircraft
design specifications to change in order to decrease the already growing environmen-
tal impacts. Decisions regarding such modifications need to reflect a complex balance
between environmental benefits, engineering capabilities, and cost.
Adding technology in the late stages of an aircraft's life is more costly than in-
corporating it at the design stage [14]. If environmental factors are considered ahead
of time, then they can influence design decisions early in the design process. Several
authors, such as Lukachko [24], Barter [8], Antoine [3, 4], Roth [39], McClarty [29],
and Manneville [25, 26] have explored the topic of how aircraft design decisions are
affected by considering environmental factors. Environmental Design Space (EDS) is
another step toward taking these environmental concerns and incorporating them in
a quantitative way into aircraft conceptual design decisions.
EDS is based upon the idea that environmental factors such as emissions can be
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balanced with other design variables. Specifically, these factors are balanced against
traditional performance design metrics. Using environmental factors as another facet
in the design process pushes aircraft design in new directions. These modifications
may allow for better performance in areas such as fuel economy, emissions, and noise.
Without advancements in computational methods and the current increase in
computer power, exploring the aircraft design space would be difficult and time con-
suming. Multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) is a technique that allows an
aircraft designer to search the design space systematically and quantify the effects
of design constraints. MDO incorporates a variety of aircraft disciplines such as
aerodynamics, structures, propulsion, and guidance and control. By capturing the
interactions between competing factors and different disciplines, MDO allows trades
to be made between multiple objectives. An MDO capability is one of the primary
underlying pieces of EDS. The aircraft design problem is cast as an optimization
statement. A set of design variables is used to define the aircraft design and oper-
ation. The problem is then minimized by some overall design objective while the
design variables are bound by a set of constraints. By using an MDO formulation,
EDS can be used to explore the trade-offs between factors of performance (i.e. speed,
maximum take-off weight, and fuel burn) and environmental factors. Considerable
developments in the field of MDO for aircraft design have been made by many au-
thors, including Sobieszczanski-Sobieski [43], Kroo [20], and Haftka [17], along with
many applications to aircraft design ([45, 6, 21]). Including environmental factors
as design variables, constraints, and objectives in designing an aircraft dramatically
increases the design space, adding extra dimensions along which to explore and extra
constraints to be satisfied. However, traditional MDO approaches such as EDS do
not examine the costs associated with damage due to environmental factors and are
usually implemented to examine a single aircraft.
The models in this thesis incorporate the damage cost benefits of environmentally
driven design changes both on a single aircraft and throughout a model fleet. Ac-
counting for the monetary implications of these environmental factors is part of an
initial effort to develop decision-making tools that can assist in the design of aviation
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environmental policies. Examining the damage costs and environmental impacts of
an entire aircraft fleet provides the broad perspective that is needed to make policy
decisions at the national and global level.
The damage/social cost for a fleet has been considered by Lukachko [24]. These so-
cial costs become increasingly important when moving from the damage implications
of a single aircraft to that of an entire fleet because the costs are drastically amplified.
The aircraft fleet evolves over time with the numbers of particular aircraft models
growing and shrinking depending on air transport demand and replacement and re-
tirement rates. Several other authors and groups discuss the evolution of the fleet and
its environmental impacts including Wickrama [46], Boeing [12], Airbus [2], McClarty
[29], and the Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP) [36]. Assess-
ing the costs and benefits of environmental technologies cannot be achieved by looking
only at a single aircraft. The damage costs and environmental impacts depend on the
way in which the fleet is used and the way in which it evolves over time. Therefore,
models of the fleet need to be created and incorporated into EDS. The ability to in-
corporate scenarios for the evolution of the fleet as well as its environmental outputs
can help influence the early design processes of future aircraft.
New technologies are a key component of future aircraft design. In particular,
evolving technologies play a critical role in aviation environmental impact, as they
are incorporated into new designs and retro-fitted to existing aircraft. It is therefore
important that the EDS framework possesses the capability to assess the impact of
new technologies. This capability must also provide a mechanism for quantitative
assessment of the risk associated with uncertainties in future technologies.
Real options is a technique used in evaluating flexibility for business strategy and
is applicable to incorporating environmental mandates and technology into the air-
craft fleet at the design stage. Flexibility increases the value of some projects and
technologies that would otherwise be passed over using traditional valuation methods
[44]. Economists such as Black and Scholes [10] and Merton [30] discuss the funda-
mentals of option pricing while others such as Shishko [42], Mun [33], and Kulatilaka
[22] focus on the topic of flexibility in engineering design [42] and in business [33].
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By acknowledging that the future is uncertain and accounting for that uncertainty
early in the aircraft system design process, aircraft fleet designers may be able to
address future environmental regulations and technical performance standards in a
more precise fashion.
1.2 Thesis Objectives and Outline
The first objective of this thesis is to create a module for EDS that calculates aggre-
gated fleet operating costs and emissions for the current aircraft fleet and for different
future fleet scenarios. A case study involving a cost-benefit analysis of a NO, strin-
gency mandate is conducted using the modules. Chapter 2 discusses the functions of
the Environmental Design Space (EDS). It also addresses several aircraft cost models
that contributed to the operating cost module and fleet representation module that
were created for EDS. Chapter 3 addresses the model set-up and assumptions for
the EDS operating cost and fleet representation modules. Chapter 4 presents the
results of the calculations of the modules. In Chapter 5, a case study involving a
NO, stringency mandate is presented that highlights some limitations of EDS.
The second objective of this work is to create a real options model using financial
theory and to apply it in an engineering context. This framework is then used to
derive a current monetary value for the option to include a technology into an aircraft
system. Chapter 6 covers the topic of the real options framework. Background on
real options theory that was used in creating the framework is addressed. Several
contributors that applied real options in non-business context are discussed with
respect to their contributions to the framework. The model description as well as
the simulation results are then addressed. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the major
findings and areas of future work.
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Chapter 2
Environmental Design Space and
Aircraft Cost Methodologies
2.1 Introduction
EDS is used to generate the fuel burn and emission data at the aircraft level that are
needed as inputs for the models developed in this thesis. Due to its modular nature,
other analyses can be added to EDS without affecting its original programming,
therefore allowing extensions to increase its usefulness.
Social costs translate non-monetary factors such as aircraft emissions into mon-
etary values. The evaluation of the full social costs is an important requirement
for both EDS and the real options framework. Lukachko [24] presents a framework
to estimate and monetize environmental risks for air transport, accounting for fu-
ture uncertainties. The model estimates how air transport, through emissions, can
change health and welfare. The effects of air transportation are monetized to define
a function that translates environmental outputs such as emissions into monetary
damages. The effects are based on the average depreciation of housing value obtained
from meta analyses of hedonic pricing studies [24]. The mean values from Lukachko's
probabilistic damage function are used as a component of the social costs used in the
model presented here. The social costs used in the models are $2.16/lbs-LTO NO,.
and $0.009/lbs-LTO CO2 . Both damage costs pertain to the landing take-off (LTO)
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cycle of the aircraft, showing local air quality effects for NO, and CO 2.
2.2 EDS - Goals and Functions
EDS is intended as a future component of the FAA Aviation Environmental Design
Tool (AEDT). AEDT represents the whole aviation system including the aircraft fleet
and aviation infrastructure and is supplemented by EDS with vehicle-level informa-
tion. The goal of AEDT is to provide analytical data and the capability to assess
global and regional environmental benefits and costs of various regulations.
EDS generates source noise, exhaust emissions, and performance data. As previ-
ously mentioned, MDO capability is an underlying piece in the EDS framework and
using EDS can generate the data needed for modeling future and existing aircraft
designs. The input needed by EDS to generate data is a vehicle library. A vehicle
library is defined as the list of design variables needed to completely specify an air-
craft's design and mission. The vehicle library used in this work is that of the Boeing
767-200ER. A future goal of both EDS and AEDT is increasing the number of vehicle
libraries so as to be able generate data for a myriad of aircraft.
EDS can be used to create and evaluate scenarios that assess future regulatory
and/or international actions to lessen environmental impacts. In a Committee on
Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP) application, these scenarios could take
the form of studying alternatives in aircraft design that affect noise, emissions, and
performance. By using EDS in the larger AEDT framework, more scenarios can be
analyzed with respect to global and regional cost-benefits and environmental impacts.
In order to evaluate many of these scenarios, a representation of an entire fleet of
aircraft is needed. However, in its present form, EDS only performs evaluations at
the single vehicle level. Therefore, it is required that outputs from EDS be aggregated
at the fleet level. EDS is composed of several different models that contribute to the
optimization.
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Design Variables
Take-off Weight
Wing Area
Wing Aspect Ratio
Wing Swoop
Thickness:chord
Wing X-Position
Horizontal Tail Area
Initial Cruise Altitude
Sea Level Static Thrust
Bypass Ratio
Overall Pressure Ratio
Turbine Inlet Temp
Initial Cruise Mach
Final Cruise Mach
Constraints
Cruise Range
Climb Gradient
Stability Margin
C_L Wing
C_L Tail, Take-off
CL Tail, Cruise
C_L Tail, Landing
Fuel Capacity
Take-off Field Length
Landing Field Length
Drag/Thrust
Wing Span
Landing Mach No
EPNdB
LTO NOx
Parameters
# of Passengers
# of Engines
Objectives
Estimated ticket price
Fuel Burn
Take-off Weight
Table 2.1: The design
EDS [20, 21].
variables, parameters, constraints, and objectives are given for
2.2.1 EDS Framework Overview
Environmental Design Space employs the Collaborative Application Framework for
Engineering (CAFFE) developed at Stanford University. CAFFE is a database man-
ager with systems analysis capabilities that utilizes the Program for Aircraft Synthesis
Studies (PASS) and two other NASA codes, the NASA Engine Performance Program
(NEPP) and the Aircraft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP). PASS contains various
modules that calculate preliminary aircraft design and performance [20, 21].
A list of design variables, constraints, parameters, and objectives is given in Table
2.1. These are the conditions and constraints that will be used in Chapters 3 and 4
for the baseline 767-200ER. Objectives can include any design variable including but
not limited to fuel burn, maximum take-off weight, and LTO NO,. The approximate
methods used in PASS, NEPP, and ANOPP make them ideal for use in optimization
due to their relative speed. The search through the trade space of design variables,
objectives, and constraints is done through an extensible mark-up language (XML)-
based interface, allowing quick changes in the optimization iterations [20, 21].
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2.3 Original Stanford EDS Cost Model
The EDS cost model calculates the direct and indirect operating costs of the aircraft
and is based on data generated by the Air Transportation Association of America
(ATA) [21]. They have been periodically revised and calibrated by the ATA to match
current statistical cost data.
The direct operating cost (DOC) of an aircraft involves the materials consumed
during operation. The ATA method gives an estimate of the average DOC based on
the time period of the statistical studies and the aggregation of many airlines. In
the EDS cost model, DOC depends upon total thrust, airframe weight, and fuel burn
[21]. Even though the direct operating cost takes into account performance factors
of the aircraft, it does not use any environmental factors in calculating its costs.
Indirect operating cost (IOC) is defined as those airline costs not directly con-
nected with the flight of the aircraft. IOC includes the following categories: aircraft
ground handling, landing fees, aircraft service, food and beverage, passenger handling,
reservations and sales, baggage/cargo handling, passenger commissions, passenger ad-
vertising, cargo commission, and general administration [21]. IOC does influence total
cost of the aircraft but for the new modules for EDS, direct operating costs are only
considered.
2.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, EDS provides a useful optimization tool for design specifications as-
sociated with emissions and fuel burn. However, the absence of a social cost model
necessitates the development of a new operating cost module and fleet representation
module. Using the performance and emissions data, operating costs and social costs
are summed up for the fleet. The models in this thesis can then incorporate the emis-
sion damage/social costs of an environmentally driven design change not just into the
aircraft considered in the optimization, but throughout an aircraft fleet.
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Chapter 3
Model Description - EDS Cost and
Fleet Module
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the EDS cost and fleet modules designed to investigate the
aggregated fleet impacts of design changes at the single vehicle level. The EDS
operating cost module was designed to calculate the change in operating costs and
environmental damage costs due to design changes in the input aircraft. Once the
cost changes are calculated for the individual EDS aircraft, they are compared to the
fleet costs as they evolve over time. Social costs are used in the calculation of the
environmental factor damage costs.
Social costs are incorporated to provide for a more rigorous assessment of techno-
logical, operational, and policy options for balancing goals for air transportation and
the environment. As mentioned previously, one of the components of social costs is
monetary damages associated with environmental aircraft outputs such as emissions.
By including social costs in EDS, performance factors that affect operating costs can
be compared to environmental factors that affect social costs, providing a standard
basis on which to perform trades between the two types of factors.
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3.2 Variable Definitions
3.2.1 Operating Cost Module Parameter Definitions
Definitions for several parameter values are discussed. Note that while these values
are constant in the models discussed in this work, they may be varied to reflect
a different baseline aircraft. The operating cost module calculates the associated
change between a baseline aircraft and a new optimized aircraft derived from the
baseline.
* enb - Baseline NO, Emissions (lbs-NO2) - The baseline emissions are the amount
of NO, produced during the landing take-off cycle (LTO) cycle for the baseline
aircraft. They are used for comparison to what will be calculated for the new
aircraft. The explanation of how LTO NO_ is measured is in Section 3.4.6.
" ecb - Baseline C02 Emissions (lbs-C0 2) - The baseline C02 emissions are the
amount of C02 produced during the LTO cycle for the baseline aircraft. It
is used for comparison to what will be calculated for the new aircraft. The
explanation of how LTO C02 is measured is in Section 3.4.6.
" fb - Baseline Fuel Burn (lbs)- The baseline fuel burn is the amount of fuel burned
over the LTO cycle for the baseline aircraft in pounds.
* Pne - Cost of NO, Emissions($/lbs-LTO NO,) - The cost of NO_ emissions is
the social cost of NO, emissions for aircraft.
* Pce - Cost of C02 Emissions ($/lbs-LTO C02) - The cost of C02 emissions is
the social cost of C02 emissions for the aircraft.
" pf - Cost of fuel ($/lbs) - The cost of fuel is the assumed cost of aircraft fuel
used in EDS.
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3.2.2 Operating Cost Module Input Definitions
Variable definitions for the inputs to the operating cost module are discussed and
defined.
* en - NO, Emissions (lbs-NO,) - The NO_ emission variable is the amount
of NO, produced during an International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
standard landing take-off cycle for the optimized EDS aircraft.
" ec - C02 Emissions (lbs-C0 2 ) - The C02 emission variable is the amount of
C02 produced during the LTO cycle for the optimized EDS aircraft.
o f - Fuel burn (lbs) - The fuel burn variable is the number of pounds of fuel used
during the LTO cycle by the optimized EDS aircraft being considered.
3.2.3 Fleet Representation Input Definitions
Definitions for the inputs to the fleet representation module are discussed and defined.
" Fleet Scenario - The fleet scenario is the representation of the fleet that is being
considered as well as the prediction of how that fleet will evolve over time.
For each scenario, there are several seat categories, a representative aircraft for
each seat category, the total number of aircraft for the each year for each seat
category, and the specific years under consideration.
" Damage Cost - AC - The damage cost is calculated in the operating cost
module for EDS aircraft and is used as an input for the fleet representation
module.
" Operating Cost - AO - The operating cost is the change in operating cost due
to a design change for the EDS aircraft under consideration, taken from output
of the operating cost module.
" Cost-Benefit - AQ - The cost-benefit is the change in cost-benefit due to design
changes for the EDS aircraft.
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* The data for the other representative aircraft seat categories include operating
cost and emissions.
3.3 Operating Cost Module
The operating cost module calculates the change in operating cost and damage costs
due to specific design changes. The change in operating cost and damage cost will
also be considered for different scenarios and fleet representations.
3.3.1 Operating Cost Module Assumptions
The assumptions for the operating cost module are 1) that operating cost is a function
of fuel burn, and 2) that damage costs remain static through time. Fuel cost is a
significant factor in the operating cost. It accounts for approximately 30-50% of the
operating cost depending on the fuel price [35]. Making operating cost a function of
fuel burn causes the results to be very sensitive to fuel burn calculations as well as
the cost of fuel as shown in Section 4.7.
One important assumption is that the probabilistic damage cost function, on which
social costs are based, remains constant with respect to time and is independent of
fleet forecasts. The data taken from the Lukachko [24] models include damage costs
of emissions ($/lbs-LTO NO. and $/lbs-LTO C02). Constant 2002 dollars for the
social costs will be used. Although measuring in constant year dollars removes the
effects of inflation and other time related factors, the probabilistic damage functions
may in fact evolve over time due to other population-related factors. The movement
of the social prices over time would have a large effect on the fleet impacts as shown
by the parameterizations in Section 4.6. If social prices were to increase with respect
to inflation and time, the design changes for the replacement aircraft would become
more valuable as time progressed.
Other damage costs such as noise and particle emissions are not considered. Not
considering other damage costs is a limitation on the fleet cost-benefit impacts. The
damage cost then does not take into account the total damage costs of the aircraft
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flight. Although CO 2 and NO. make up a large part of the damage costs, adding
other damages would provide extra dimensions to examine design changes for any
replacement aircraft. For use in the model, the aggregated effects of noise and particle
emissions for the fleet would be calculated.
3.3.2 Operating Cost Module Methods, Formulas, and Out-
puts
The changes in operating costs are calculated using the following equation:
AO = pf(f - fA) (3.1)
Equation 3.1 calculates the change in operating cost as a function of fuel burn. How-
ever, future implementations of this module could include other mission factors such
as crew costs.
A C = pce(ec - ecb) + pne (en - ebn) (3.2)
Equation 3.2 calculates the damage cost change due to changing levels in NO- and
CO 2 emissions. The social cost value provides another facet to view a design change.
AC = AO + AC, (3.3)
The cost benefit equation, Equation 3.3, shows the overall cost for a design change
to the EDS aircraft. Negative values denote an overall decrease in costs for a de-
sign change. Positive values denote an overall increase in costs and may signal a
detrimental design change.
3.4 Fleet Representation
The fleet representation module takes the cost calculation estimates and calculates the
operating and damage costs for the aircraft fleet. The fleet representation module is
structured into four separate sections. The first section takes the fleet as represented
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by generic seat categories and predicts the number of aircraft in each category over
time using fleet forecast models. The next section chooses representative aircraft for
each generic seat category. The following section takes operating cost and emissions
data for each representative aircraft and merges the data with the fleet forecasts to
provide forecasts for the operating and social costs for the entire fleet. The final
section calculates the percentage change impacts to the fleet from the design changes
made by EDS.
3.4.1 Fleet Representation Assumptions
One assumption made for the fleet module is representing the fleet as eight seat
categories with one representative aircraft for each category. The seat categories are
shown in Table 3.2. A representation of the fleet is needed in order to simplify the
great number of aircraft models that compose the fleet into a smaller set of aircraft
but still produce meaningful results. The eight seat categories are chosen to be in
accordance with the eight generic seat categories of the Forecasting and Economic
Support Group (FESG) forecast, the model chosen in this work to predict the fleet
(Section 3.4.2). Decreasing the number of categories reduces the accuracy of the fleet
predictions because more averages need to come into play to accurately represent
the aircraft in those categories. Increasing the number of categories would increase
the accuracy of the predictions because it would narrowly focus on fewer aircraft per
category. One representative aircraft for each category is chosen based on the highest
amount of usage. The aircraft would then represent the total number of aircraft for
its seat category. Using only one representative aircraft does provide a limitation on
the results. Increasing the number of aircraft per seat category would increase the
accuracy of the fleet predictions. However, choosing multiple aircraft per category
may also change the way the aircraft are chosen for representation. In this work, the
representative aircraft are based on highest usage, however multiple aircraft might be
based on other criterion such as three aircraft representing different sections of the
seat category.
The second assumption made by the fleet representation module is that the model
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only considers passenger aircraft. Although some of the forecasts do create predictions
for freight aircraft as well as converted passenger to freight aircraft, these aircraft are
left out of the fleet representation. The number of freight aircraft is relatively small
when compared with the total number of passenger aircraft. At the same time, most of
the freight aircraft are converted from aircraft that are retired from passenger service
[46]. Freight aircraft would be the last to benefit from any technology improvements.
The addition of freighter aircraft would affect the fleet forecasts. The freighter aircraft
would increase operating cost and damage cost predictions however, because they
have already been retired from passenger service, they would not benefit from any
technology improvements.
The third assumption includes using the Bureau of Transportation Statistics
Database to gather data on the representative aircraft. Only data for U.S. operating
costs could be obtained from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics. Although the
fleet forecasts take into account international aircraft, it is assumed that the average
operating cost for an aircraft will remain approximately the same whether flown in-
side or outside of the United States. The aircraft data are based on the data collected
by the US Department of Transportation (DOT) and the Bureau of Transportation
Statistics (BTS) under Parts 241 and 298 of Title 14 (Aeronautics and Space) of the
US Code of Federal Regulations (14 CFR 241 and 14 CFR 298), known as Form 41
and Form 298C, respectively. These data are reported quarterly. Form 41 covers
large certificated air carriers, providing air transportation services using aircraft with
a capacity of 60 or more seats or a maximum payload capacity of greater than 18000
lbs. Form 298C is for certificated carriers that do not meet this classification (i.e.
small certificated air carriers and passenger air taxi operators). Military operations
as well as general aviation activity for business, recreational, or personal use, are
therefore not considered [35]. All representative aircraft have cost and emissions data
loaded from Form 41 data and the emissions database [7].
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Boeing Airbus FESG FAA
Years of Comparison 2002-2022 2002-2022 2002-2020 2015 & 2020
Regional Breakdowns yes yes no no
Category Breakdown yes yes yes no
Fleet at beginning 15,612 12,288 14,558 n/a
Fleet at end 33,999 23,847 24,984 17,000
GDP growth (average) 3.20% n/a n/a 3.10%
Air Traffic Growth 5.10% 5% 4.30% n/a
Table 3.1: A comparison of forecasts from various airlines is shown [46].
3.4.2 Fleet Forecasting
Fleet forecasting predicts the composition of a fleet of aircraft over time. To be able to
forecast aircraft fleet levels, factors such as air transport demand and world economic
and political states must be taken into account. Forecasting the composition of the
aircraft fleet is important since it provides information for aircraft companies about
the demand for their products.
Comparisons were made among several forecasts including the FESG forecast
[46], and forecasts by Airbus [2], Boeing [12], and the FAA [1]. Table 3.1 shows
a comparison of the forecasts. From these forecasts, several conclusions are drawn
about the baseline fleet forecast. The length of a typical fleet forecast is 20 years; the
time it takes for the fleet to approximately double in size. Average annual growth is
around 5% per year. Single aisle aircraft will have the largest growth due to short
haul domestic flights in North America and Europe. FESG provides its forecasts by
seat category while Airbus and Boeing provide their forecasts by the number of aisles.
To represent the fleet forecast considered in this work, the comprehensive FESG
model was chosen. The FESG has the exclusive responsibility to maintain and develop
databases, provide traffic and fleet forecasts, and undertake economic analysis for
CAEP. This work includes the assessment of cost and environmental benefits [46].
Traffic forecasts have been developed globally for 22 major international and domestic
route groups. All the forecasts are developed for the period 2002 to 2020. The average
annual growth rate of the number of aircraft is 4.3% in the period 2000-2020. The
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passenger fleet is projected to reach almost 25,000; 17,500 new aircraft will be added
while 4,700 aircraft in current fleet will be removed [46]. Additionally, the FESG
reports there is a high correlation between Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and air
transport demand.
The FESG uses an econometric analysis that takes into account a multitude of
global factors for both international and domestic aircraft traffic to predict fleet lev-
els. The econometric analysis carried out by International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion (ICAO) was used as the basis for the development of the traffic forecasts. The
traffic forecasting task group of the FESG takes the basis along with the effects of
underlying factors on historic aggregate demand for scheduled passenger traffic to
form their forecast. This analysis translates expectations of future world economic
developments, trends in international trade, and average fares to project future traffic
demand. These projected growth rates are considered along with prospective changes
in political and other relevant factors which could not be accommodated in the econo-
metric analysis [46]. Detailed projections for international and domestic scheduled
traffic were then developed by analyzing historical traffic and market shares for the
airlines registered in the regions concerned.
3.4.3 Retirement Curves
The retirement curve defines the number of passenger aircraft remaining in service
globally as a function of the number of years in service. FESG developed an aircraft
retirement curve for the CAEP fleet forecast. This curve for aircraft in passenger
service was developed as a function of aircraft age, on the basis of several statistical
studies performed by various industry and international organizations [46]. Figure 3-1
shows the retirement curve. Using the retirement curve along with the fleet forecast,
the growth and replacement of the fleet can be calculated as demonstrated by Figure
3-2. If a fleet scenario involves replacing an older aircraft with new aircraft, it will
follow the growth and replacement curve over time.
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Figure 3-1: The retirement curve is the percent of aircraft remaining in passenger
service as a function of an aircraft's age in years [46].
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Figure 3-2: Fleet growth and replacement aircraft are shown for the FESG seat
categories listed in the legend.
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3.4.4 Representative Aircraft
Representative aircraft are chosen based on their being responsible for the greatest
number of revenue passenger miles in 2002 for a specific FESG seat category. The
FESG forecast starts in 2002 and therefore is selected as the starting year for this
analysis. Revenue passenger miles are computed by multiplying the revenue aircraft
miles by the number of revenue passengers. The data for revenue passenger miles
are collected from Form 41, the Bureau of Transportation Statistics [35]. The repre-
sentative aircraft as categorized by the most revenue passenger miles is depicted in
Table 3.2. The 767-200ER is placed in the 301-400 category for the purposes of this
investigation [35].
Due to the fact that many aircraft have multiple seat configurations with each
configuration having different numbers of seats, aircraft were considered for each
seat category based on the maximum number of seats that can be designed into
the aircraft, taken from Form 41 [35]. Only maximum and minimum seats for the
representative aircraft are reported in Form 41. If a distribution of the number of
seats was given, a weighted average of the number of seats for each representative
aircraft could be reported. Using the maximum number of seats for categorizing the
aircraft also provides grouping by relative size.
A method based on highest usage was created to choose the correct engine for each
representative aircraft. Emissions data are listed by engine aircraft type. For every
model of aircraft, there may be multiple aircraft engines that are compatible. Once
the aircraft and engine are chosen, only a few pieces of data are needed to represent
it in the context of the fleet representation model. The data includes average number
of departures per year, average annual operating costs, and engine emissions.
The highest usage aircraft makes up the largest proportion of aircraft flights for
that category, however other schemes can also be used to choose the aircraft or engine
such as the average amount of usage. For scenarios in which a representative aircraft
is analyzed with design changes in EDS, a whole vehicle library for the aircraft is
needed. The library for an individual aircraft contains a large amount of information
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FESG Seat Category Aircraft Description
20-49 Embraer-135
50-99 Embraer-145
100-150 Airbus Industrie A319
151-210 Mcdonnell Douglas Dc9 Super 80/Md8l/2/3/8
211-300 Boein 757-200
301-400 Boeing 767-200/200ER
401-500 Mcdonnell Douglas Dc-10-30
501-600 Boeing 747-400
Table 3.2: For each FESG seat category, the representative aircraft are shown with
the most revenue passenger miles in 2002 [35].
as shown in Table 2.1.
3.4.5 Calculating Fleet Operating Cost
Operating cost over the entire fleet is calculated and compared to the EDS aircraft
operating cost changes. The operating costs for the representative aircraft must be
obtained in order to calculate the percentage change impact of the operating cost for
the entire fleet. Coupling the operating costs with the fleet forecasts, predicted fleet
costs are calculated using a constant 2002-year dollar and average operating cost per
representative aircraft.
Total flying operating expense is used to calculate the average operating cost for
each representative aircraft. Estimations of average operating cost per aircraft were
obtained from Form 41, Schedule P-52 data from the Bureau of Transportation Statis-
tics [35]. The Schedule P-52 includes information such as flying expenses (including
payroll expenses and fuel costs), direct expenses for maintenance of flight equipment,
equipment depreciation costs, and total operating expenses for large certificated U.S.
air carriers. The average annual operating cost could change over time to incorporate
new technology improvements in the aircraft, however it is assumed that the char-
acteristics of the current aircraft remain constant. Decreases of the average annual
operating cost per aircraft with respect to inflation would increase the impact of the
design changes to replacement aircraft. Once the operating cost of the entire fleet is
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calculated, this value can then be utilized to calculate the fleet operating cost impact
corresponding to a design change.
3.4.6 Calculating Fleet Damage Costs
The total NO_ and CO 2 costs generated by the entire fleet are calculated. An estimate
is made of the damage costs of the world aircraft fleet by coupling emissions data with
the fleet forecast data. For these calculations, the social costs are assumed to remain
constant. The LTO emissions is used to measure local air quality effects. If the total
mission emissions were used, then global air quality effects as well as different social
costs for the emissions would need to be considered. The CAEP report [36] also uses
LTO emissions to consider local air quality effects.
In this model, LTO NO, emissions are used to calculate part of the social costs
of the representative aircraft. The total mass of NO, emitted during the LTO cycle
is used to measure local air quality effects. The data for the LTO NO2 are collected
from ICAO Engine Exhaust Emissions Data Bank [7] for each representative aircraft.
The emissions index EINOx for NOx is based on details of the combustion process
[8]. Equation 3.4 describes the relationship between segment emissions output from
an emissions index:
ft
NOX =Jo rnf - EINoxdt (3-4)
where rhf is the fuel flow rate and t is the segment time is seconds. Therefore, the
amount of NOx produced during the LTO cycle is based on the EINOx, the fuel flow
rate, and time spent in the landing take-off cycle. The total amount of LTO NOX is
then multiplied by the number of average yearly departures and the damage cost to
arrive at an average annual amount of LTO NOx damage costs for each aircraft.
The amount of CO 2 emissions is measured at a constant emission index of 3.15
lb/(lb of fuel burned) [3]. This rate has been assumed by EDS and in the fleet
representation module. To calculate the amount of C02 emitted during the LTO
cycle, the amount of fuel burned during the LTO cycle of the aircraft is multiplied
by the emission index for C02. Since the index is constant, the C02 social cost is
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a multiplicative factor of fuel burn. Therefore, aircraft that burn less fuel will have
lower social costs corresponding to CO2.
In this model, a constant number of annual average departures per aircraft are
used for the prediction of the damage costs, however using a variable number of annual
average departures per aircraft based on consumer demand increases the accuracy of
the predictions of the damage costs due to emissions. The changing predicted number
of annual average departures per aircraft would then also take into account an increase
in the demand for air travel similar to the growth of the number of aircraft in Figure
3-2. The constant number of annual average departures per aircraft are incorporated
into the constant average annual operating cost per aircraft used in the fleet operating
cost model.
3.4.7 Fleet Representation Outputs
The fleet impacts are defined as the percentage change in the fleet due to the design
changes to the representative aircraft.
" Percentage change of operating cost of the entire fleet due to design changes
" Percentage change of social cost of the entire fleet due to design changes
e Percentage change of cost-benefit of the entire fleet due to design changes
3.5 Summary
The coupling of the fleet representation module, the operating cost module, and EDS
provides a tool in evaluating design change inputs at the fleet level. One can then
take the operating and damage cost changes due to the design changes, and evaluate
the impacts pertaining to the whole fleet. If vehicle libraries were available for all the
representative aircraft, one would be able to analyze a design restriction across all
aircraft and examine its impact on the fleet.
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Chapter 4
Results - EDS Cost and Fleet
Module
4.1 Introduction
Aircraft designs were optimized with EDS to exhibit minimum fuel burn, minimum
take-off weight, or minimum LTO NO,. These aircraft were then examined using the
proposed operating cost module and fleet representation module. The scenario that
is being considered entails replacing the current 767-200ER aircraft with one of three
new optimized EDS aircraft. Each optimized aircraft has a set objective in EDS and
is minimized according to the conditions and constraints laid detailed in Chapter 2
and shown in Table 4.2. The operating and damage costs for each of the scenarios
are considered for each aircraft. These changes are then examined at the fleet level.
4.2 EDS Inputs and Optimizations
The baseline EDS inputs for a standard 767-200ER are compared with the optimized
values in Table 4.1. These different aircraft are the inputs into the operating cost
module. The calculations performed in the operating cost module obtain the change
in cost of moving from the baseline aircraft to that of an optimized EDS aircraft.
Table 4.1 depicts values for LTO NOT, LTO C02, and the LTO fuel weight. These
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Variable Name Baseline 767-200ER Min. Fuel Min Take-off Weight Min LTO NOx
LTO NOx (Ibs) 23.869 42.130 41.248 13.735
LTO C02 (Ibs) 12733.91 10697.71 10911.66 12069.99
LTO Fuel (Ibs) 4042.51 3396.10 3464.02 3831.74
fuel price ($/lb) 0.187 0.187 0.187 0.187
Table 4.1: Values for the inputs to the operating cost module for the baseline, mini-
mum fuel burn, minimum take-off weight, and minimum LTO NOX aircraft.
values are direct inputs to the operating cost module below. When moving from the
baseline, the minimum fuel burn aircraft shows an increase in NOx but a decrease
in fuel. The minimum weight aircraft also shows an increase in NOx but a decrease
in fuel, with a larger LTO fuel burn than that of the minimum fuel burn aircraft.
The minimum NOx aircraft shows a decrease in NOx and fuel. Fuel cost is assumed
to be $0.19/lb for the 2002 time period. Due to constant fluctuations by region and
time, the fuel cost assumption is used for comparison purposes in the operating cost
module.
The characteristics of the EDS replacement aircraft are also shown in Table 4.2.
To achieve the minimum NOx aircraft, the EDS optimizer chooses a design that has
low temperatures and pressures that translate into a smaller overall engine pressure
ratio. For the minimum NOx aircraft, these general trends are similar to that of
the minimum NOx aircraft discussed in Antoine [3]. The optimized aircraft take-off
weights increase with decreasing NO2, a trend similar to Antoine [3] and Barter [8].
For the minimum fuel burn and minimum take-off weight, the overall engine pressure
ratio (OPR) is at its assumed upper bound of 50. For minimum NOx aircraft, the
OPR is at its assumed lower bound of 25. Decreases in engine pressure ratio, turbine
inlet temperature, bypass ratio, and sea level static thrust cause a smaller LTO NO2
for the minimum NOx aircraft in comparison to the minimum fuel burn aircraft.
Moving through the design space by varying the design variables while simultaneously
staying within the constraints, the EDS optimizer is able to change the values of the
variables to meet the given objectives.
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Type...... Name Baseline 767-200ER Min Fuel Weight Min Take-off Weight Min NOxTake-off Weight (Ibs) 345000 325063 295205 355408
Wing Aspect Ratio 8.64 10.02 8.03 7.65
Wing Sweep 32.30 32.01 36.48 29.99
Wing Area 2817.00 2872.13 2358.02 3259.29
Wing X-Position 0.430 0.317 0.323 0.321
Design Win Thick/Chord Ratio 0.128 0.107 0.149 0.137
Variables Tail Area/Win Area 0.290 0.174 0.154 0.266Initial Cruise Altitude 35000 34335 29562 31861
Final Cruise Altitude 35000 41982 40413 40780
Sea Level Static Thrust 52000 56259 40023 52997
Bypass Ratio 5.100 6.680 5.787 5.460
Overall Pressure Ratio 27.740 49.990 49.990 25.001
Turbine Inlet Temp 2650 3037 3234 2669
#of Passengers 350 350 350 350
ParametersInitial Cruise Mach 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8PaaeesFinal Cruise Mach 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
# of Engines 2 2 2 2
Cruise Range 5500 5500 5500 5500
Climb Gradient 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.024
Stability Margin 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18
C L Wing 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
C L Tail, Take-off 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
C L Tail, Cruise 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Constraints C L Tail, Landin 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Fuel Capacity 120000 120000 120000 120000
Take-off Field Length 9000 9000 9000 9000
Landing Field Length 8000 8000 8000 8000
Wing Span 200 200 200 200
EPNdB 600 600 600 600
LTO NOx 75 75 75 75
fuel burn (Is) 169171 92019 102218 122779
LTO NOx(kg) 10.827 19.11 18.70 6.23
utputs fuel flow take-off (lb/hr.) 19342.01 1594037 16259.18 16610.9fuel flow climb (lb/hr.) 16119.36 13505.76 13775.88 14150.9
fuel flow landing (lb/hr.) 5149.52 4442.33 4531.18 4810.99
1 ifuel flow taxi (lb/hr.) 1987.51 1663.18 1696.44 2036.49
Table 4.2: The characteristics of replacement aircraft are given for the minimum fuel
burn aircraft, the minimum take-off weight aircraft, and the minimum NO. aircraft.
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4.2.1 Comparison to Greener-by-Design
Other groups, such as Greener-by-Design (GBD), have studied aircraft to assess trade-
offs on a multitude of design variables [29]. Examining the GBD report, a few key
trade-offs are addressed, including the overall pressure ratio as a function of emissions.
The GBD depicts that an overall pressure ratio decrease causes a decrease in NO.
output. For the minimum NO. aircraft in Table 4.2 the OPR is lowered to its
minimum in order reduce NO_ output. This trend can also be seen when moving
from the baseline aircraft to the minimum NO. aircraft.
4.3 Operating Cost Module
The operating cost module predicts a decrease in annual operating cost for all three
aircraft compared to the 767-200ER. The decrease in operating costs is shown in
Figure 4-2. As discussed in Section 3.3.1, fuel burn is assumed to be the main driver
in the change in operating costs. Figure 4-1 shows that the minimum NO- aircraft
trades a decrease in NO, for an increase in LTO fuel cost compared to the minimum
fuel burn and the minimum weight aircraft but not compared to the baseline. The
operating cost module compares operating cost related to LTO fuel burn performance
of the aircraft to the damage costs generated during LTO. The DOC output from EDS
includes other factors such as maintenance labor, parts cost, airframe and engine
costs, and depreciation. These factors are not taken into account when calculating
the change in operating cost in the operating cost module. As shown in Figure 4-
2, the change in operating cost is a factor of 100 times greater than the change in
damage costs comparing the minimum fuel burn and minimum NO, aircraft when
using total fuel burn. The small change in damage costs compared to the the change
in operating costs may be due to the fact that the damage costs omit other costs such
as noise, particle emissions, and cruise C02 and rely on the particular values of the
social costs. The parameterization of the social costs, discussed in Section 4.6, shows
the effects of the social costs on the change in cost-benefit. It should be noted that
this is an extreme case where the LTO NO_ is reduced to the minimum possible value
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for this aircraft. Consequently, the relative increase in fuel burn is large. However,
as will be shown in Chapter 5, moderate reductions in NO. can be achieved with far
smaller detriments in fuel burn performance.
The damage cost changes for both the minimum fuel burn and minimum take-
off weight aircraft are positive. The minimum NO, aircraft decreases damage costs
from the baseline aircraft. The damage cost trade-off is depicted in Figure 4-1. The
damage costs for the three aircraft are attributed to different NO, and C02 damage
costs. The minimum NO. aircraft damage costs are attributed to a decrease in NO.
and C02 damage costs. For the minimum fuel burn and minimum take-off weight
aircraft, the increase in damage costs is attributed to a small negative C02 damage
cost and a larger positive NO, cost. Due to the larger NO. damage costs for the
minimum fuel burn and minimum take-off weight aircraft, these aircraft have the
larger positive damage costs overall.
The total change in cost-benefit calculation shows that the combination of oper-
ating cost and damage cost for the minimum NO, aircraft is smaller than the other
two aircraft. The total change in cost-benefit for the three aircraft is shown in Figure
4-1. The cost savings in performance enhancement is larger than the cost savings in
damage costs of the environmental factors.
The results demonstrate the coupling between EDS vehicle design and social costs,
and show how different design options can be assessed using a common monetized met-
ric. However, the uncertainties, which have not been calculated, are very important
and are needed to place the quantitative results in context. There are uncertainties
that exist both in the outputs generated by EDS and in the damage costs taken from
the Lukachko [24] model that influence the fidelity of the outputs generated by the
operating cost module. A detailed sensitivity analysis addressed in Section 4.7 depicts
how the model responds to changes in the inputs.
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Figure 4-1: The output of the operating cost module shows the change in the annual
LTO fuel cost, damage cost, and cost-benefit between the new replacement EDS
aircraft and 767-200ER baseline aircraft. The breakdown of NO. and CO2 damage
costs is also shown.
Figure 4-2: The output of the operating cost module shows the change in the annual
operating cost using total fuel burn, damage cost, and cost-benefit between the new
replacement EDS aircraft and 767-200ER baseline aircraft. The breakdown of NO-
and C02 damage costs is also shown.
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Figure 4-3: The number of aircraft for each FESG seat category listed in the legend
is predicted through time for the period 2002-2020.
4.4 Fleet Forecast
The fleet forecast combined with operating cost and emissions data predicts that the
151-200 seat category will experience the largest rise in operating costs and LTO
NO. and C02 damage costs. Figure 4-3 illustrates the FESG forecast for each seat
category with replacements and growth for the aircraft for the time period 2002-2020.
The fleet composition forecast predicts the growth of the different aircraft categories.
Larger predictions of aircraft growth translate into smaller fleet percentage changes
for the replacement aircraft.
Using operating cost data from Form 41, the operating cost through time is esti-
mated as shown in Figure 4-4 and as discussed in Section 3.4.5. The final outputs of
the fleet representation module are the fleet percentage impacts. The fleet predicted
operating costs affect and influence the fleet percentage impacts. Larger operating
costs translate into decreased fleet impacts. The operating cost levels for the 767-
200ER during the first quarter of 2005 from Form 41 [35] are used to examine the
consistency against the fleet predicted operating costs.
Using emission databases [7], FESG predictions, and Form 41 [35], the predicted
LTO NO and C02 damage costs are calculated in Figures 4-5 and 4-6, respectively.
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Figure 4-4: The amount of operating cost for each FESG seat category listed in the
legend is predicted through time for the period 2002-2020 in constant 2002 dollars.
The predicted LTO NOx is compared to the CAEP LTO NOx emission forecast [36]
for consistency. In 2020, the CAEP predicts a total of 15.3 million lbs of LTO NO2
while the LTO NOx forecast predicts a total of 9.5 million lbs of LTO NOx. Although
they are not equal because they rely on different models, the values are on the same
order.
4.5 Fleet Changes and Impacts
The percentage change in fleet operating cost, damage cost, and cost-benefit is con-
sidered for the EDS optimized aircraft, replacements for retiring 767-200ERs. The
percentage change in the fleet is defined as the fleet impact. Using the cost module
outputs and fleet representation allows the examination of the percentage change in
operating costs (Figure 4-7), damage costs (Figure 4-8), and cost-benefit (Figure 4-
9) of the entire fleet. The impacts are calculated by taking the vehicle level design
change costs depicted in Figure 4-1 and finding the percentage change compared to
the operating costs, damage costs, and cost-benefits of the fleet depicted in Figures
4-4, 4-5, and 4-6, respectively. In calculating the percentage impact on the operat-
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Figure 4-6: The amount of LTO C02 damage costs in constant 2002 dollars for each
FESG seat category listed in the legend is predicted through time for the period
2002-2020.
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ing cost of the fleet, the operating cost output from the operating cost module is
calibrated so that the baseline aircraft operating cost matches the operating cost of
767-200ER fleet Form 41 data.
An overall decrease in the percentage impact of the operating costs is predicted
for all three theoretical aircraft as shown in Figure 4-7. The percentage decrease
is greater for that of the minimum fuel burn and minimum take-off weight aircraft
than that of the minimum NO_- aircraft. As time progresses, and replacement of
older aircraft increases, the effects of the vehicle level design changes increase due to
introduction of more EDS aircraft.
An increase in the percentage impact of the damage costs is observed for the
minimum fuel burn and minimum take-off weight aircraft while a decrease is observed
for the minimum NO, aircraft, shown in Figure 4-8. This effect is very similar to the
one in Figure 4-1.
The percentage impact of the cost-benefit of the fleet decreases for all aircraft
considered as shown in Figure 4-9. Due to the smaller magnitude of the fleet damage
costs, the operating cost of the fleet dominates the cost-benefit impact calculations.
As time moves forward, the design changes implemented in the replacement aircrafts
have a larger impact, with the minimum NO. having the overall smallest impact.
The negative impacts support an improvement over the baseline aircraft for the three
EDS optimized aircraft. Predicted in 2020, the replacement with the minimum fuel
aircraft would have a percentage impact of nearly 0.25% of the cost-benefit of the
entire fleet, a total of $79.4 million.
4.6 Parameterization
Examining the change in cost-benefit from a parametric perspective can illustrate
the capability of the modules in determining strategies under different scenarios and
assumptions of damage costs. Figure 4-10 depicts a inverse relationship between the
ratio of change in cost-benefit of the minimum fuel aircraft and the minimum NO-
aircraft and the ratio of the damage costs. As the ratio of the damage cost increases,
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Figure 4-7: The impact of vehicle level design changes from the replacement aircraft
to the operating cost of the fleet is shown as the percentage change of operating cost
of the entire fleet.
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Figure 4-8: The impact of vehicle level design changes from the replacement aircraft
to the damage cost of the fleet is shown as the percentage change of damage cost of
the entire fleet.
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Figure 4-9: The impact of vehicle level design changes from the replacement aircraft
to the cost-benefit of the fleet is shown as the percentage change of cost-benefit of
the entire fleet.
the minimum NO. aircraft becomes more valuable in comparison to the minimum
fuel burn and minimum weight take-off aircraft. Also, as the ratio of the damage costs
increases, the slope of the graph decreases meaning that the change in cost-benefit of
the minimum NO, aircraft becomes more valuable but at smaller increments. Moving
toward ratios of damage costs of zero, the minimum fuel burn and minimum take-
off weight become more valuable as the damage cost of C02 becomes higher. This
finding can be attributed to a smaller amount of fuel burned and thus production
of smaller amounts of C02. With a doubling of the ratio between NO,/C0 2 from
the baseline, the minimum NO, aircraft looks more attractive. In Figure 4-10, at a
damage cost ratio of 357.5, the minimum NO. aircraft becomes more valuable than
the minimum fuel aircraft, a ratio approximately 1.5 times greater than the baseline
damage cost ratio.
These parameterizations show how the social costs affect the final results as shown
in Figures 4-11 and 4-12. The social prices have a large effect on the results especially
the relative cost-benefit placement of the different replacement aircraft. If NO. dam-
age costs increased, then the minimum NO, aircraft would become more valuable,
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Figure 4-10: The ratio of the change in cost-benefit for the minimum fuel burn aircraft
and minimum take-off weight aircraft each compared to the minimum NO, aircraft
is plotted against the ratio the NO, damage cost to C02 damage cost. In the legend,
minFuel stands for the minimum fuel burn aircraft, minNOx stands for the minimum
NO, aircraft, and minWTO stands for the minimum weight take-off aircraft. The
flat data points are the baseline damage costs.
however the overall change in cost-benefit would get worse.
4.7 Model Sensitivity
The sensitivity of the change in cost-benefit to the model inputs is examined. The %
sensitivities are calculated by increasing the inputs by 1% and then calculating the
percentage change of the final output, the change in cost-benefit of a single aircraft.
The baseline for the inputs are the values shown in Table 4.1. The model is shown to
be tolerant of variations in damage costs and NO, emissions, but strongly dependent
on the fuel burn, fuel cost, and C02 emissions. Table 4.3 shows the sensitivity values
for the model inputs. The sensitivities of the damage costs for the minimum fuel
aircraft and minimum take-off weight aircraft have different signs. The opposite signs
are due to the positive damage costs of NO, and the negative damage costs of the
CO2 as shown in Figure 4-1. The fuel and C02 emissions have a large impact on the
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Figure 4-11: A parameterization of the operating cost module outputs are shown
with p, = $3.30/lbs and Pc = $0.009/lbs where the ratio of the cost-benefit change
of minimum fuel burn aircraft to minimum NOx aircraft equals 1.
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Figure 4-12: A parameterization of the fleet cost-benefit impact output is shown
with p, = $3.30/lbs and pc = $0.009/lbs where the ratio of the cost-benefit change
of minimum fuel burn aircraft to minimum NO. aircraft equals 1. The line for the
minimum fuel burn aircraft overlaps with the line for the minimum NO, aircraft
because the impacts are equal.
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variable minwfuel minWTO minNOx
Fuel Cost ($/lb) -1.210% -1.164% -0.585%
NOx Emissions Cost ($/lbs LTO NOx) 0.396% 0.342% -0.325%
C02 Emissions Cost ($/lbs LTO C02) -0.186% -0.179% -0.090%
NOx Emissions (Ibs LTO NOx) 0.913% 0.812% 0.441%
C02 Emissions (Ibs LTO C02) 0.976% 0.877% 1.632%
Fuel (Ibs) 6.356% 5.713% 10.632%
Table 4.3: The % sensitivity of the change in cost-benefit is calculated by increasing
input parameters by 1%.
change in cost-benefit as evidenced by section 3.3.1, assuming that fuel burn is the
major driver.
4.8 Summary
Examining the trade-offs of the three different replacement aircraft, the model shows
that the minimum NO, aircraft has less of a cost-benefit impact than that of the
minimum fuel burn and minimum take-off weight, showing a relative trade-off between
performance and environmental factors for the parameters assumed. Three different
aircraft replacement scenarios are considered. The aircraft started to be replaced in
2002 following a retirement curve and the cost impacts at the aircraft and the fleet
level are considered including damage costs. From the fleet impacts, it is shown that
the NO, aircraft reduces damage costs while all three show a decrease in operating
cost. All three scenarios show a decrease in cost-benefit. If these minimizations are
implemented across the entire fleet, similar changes may occur. As evidenced by
Figure 4-9, due to the increase of the number aircraft over time, the cost benefit
grows increasingly more negative.
The assumption that the operating cost is a function of fuel burn is a large factor
for the fleet impacts. As evidenced in the model sensitivity, Figure 4.3, the eventual
change in cost-benefit output shows a sensitivity to both fuel burn, fuel cost, and CO2
emissions, while maintaining a tolerance for the damage costs and NO, emissions.
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Chapter 5
NO, Stringency Case Study
5.1 Introduction
The goal of the case study is to compare the FESG NO, stringency analysis reported
by CAEP [36] to a similar analysis done using the models presented in this work. The
FESG/CAEP is responsible for conducting an economic analysis of stringency options
to reduce aircraft emissions. The report discusses modeling methods, assumptions,
and presents a cost-benefit result for stringency options of 5-30% at 5% increments.
The benefit and cost impacts are calculated using EDS and the EDS fleet representa-
tion on the 767-200ER fleet for the 5%, 10%, and 15% NO reduction options. The
benefit and cost impacts are subsequently calculated for the 767-200ER fleet using
the CAEP report assumptions. The marginal cost (benefit/cost ratio) trend for the
reduction options done by EDS are then compared to the CAEP results to make a
quantitative assessment of the limitations and assumptions currently in EDS.
The 767-200ER/CF6-80C2 already has a design margin of 25% below the cur-
rent standard. According to CAEP and the specific aircraft/engine combination,
767-200ER/CF6-80C2, when a stringency of 30% is applied to aircraft/engine com-
bination, the reduction options above then translate into the 30% stringency option
with a 0, 5, 10% certification margin. A NO- stringency is defined as a rule that
aircraft engines must be a certain amount below the current NO. emission standard.
A certification margin is defined as exceeding the stringency requirement by some
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amount.
Two different cases for EDS and the reduction options are calculated: an airframe
and engine optimization and an airframe and engine optimization with fixed engine
pressure ratio. The two cases are chosen to showcase the different scenarios that EDS
can produce while at the same time having different assumptions on how the NO,
certification standard is met by manufacturers.
5.2 CAEP use of NO, Certification and Stringency
The NO, certification level for aircraft engines is a constraint on a graph of the
LTO NO. characteristic value [Dp/Foo] compared against the engine pressure ratio.
The variable, D,/Foo, stands for the mass of NO, emitted during LTO divided by
the maximum take-off power. According to CAEP [36), for stringency levels it is
assumed that the percentage reduction in the certified LTO NO, characteristic value
required to meet a new level of stringency reflects the reduction in NO- emissions in
all flight regimes. For example, a 15% reduction in LTO NOX characteristic means
a 15% reduction in NO2 emissions at all four certification points. For a stringency,
NOx is reduced but thrust and engine pressure ratio remain constant. In order to
calculate the benefit of increased NOx stringency, it is assumed that each affected
airplane/engine combination failing to meet the stringency level is somehow modified
to meet that level. A design certification margin is also chosen so that the actual
reduction will exceed the requirement by this amount due to uncertainties in the
performance of these modifications. The 767-200ER/CF6-80C2 combination meets
stringency levels up to and including the 25% stringency until the 30% level. At the
30% level, a NOx reduction of 5% is needed. Figure 5-1 shows where the CF6-80C2
engine lies with respect to the stringency standards and other engines. The engine
meets and exceeds the CAEP4 standard.
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Figure 5-1: The NO2 certification levels for new aircraft engines 1970-1999 are dis-
played and compared with CF6-80C2, the 767-200ER engine [36].
5.3 Assumptions
5.3.1 EDS Assumptions
A number of assumptions are made to insure that the presented analysis using EDS
is comparable to the CAEP analysis. The 767-200ER fleet is chosen so that EDS can
be run using new EDS optimized aircraft based off the baseline 767-200ER with a
LTO NO2 constraint imposed to simulate a NOx stringency. The CAEP report [36]
investigates the impact of the NOx stringency on the whole fleet. However, due to the
lack of vehicle libraries only the 767-200ER could be used for the optimization and
NO, stringency. Using only the 767-200ER as the baseline does not show the fleet-
wide impact that a NO, stringency would produce. Also, with only the 767-200ER
being used, it is difficult to do a full comparison against the CAEP report since it
incorporates the whole fleet into the calculations. Using the same assumptions as
the CAEP report, the NOx stringency is assumed to be implemented in 2008, costs
are represented in 2002 U.S. dollars, the NO, reduction is measured for the LTO
cycle, and discount rate of 3% is used. The discount rate is defined by Equation
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TL Description
1 A minor change which does not require a complete engine recertification
2 A major change with a scaled proven technology
5A New technology using current industry best practice
5B New technology (beyond current best)
Table 5.1: CAEP technology level definitions are given for technology levels 1, 2, 5A,
and 5B [36].
6.8. The CAEP report analyzes the scenarios with several different discount rates,
however, only one was chosen for the comparison. A higher discount rate would make
future benefit and cost impacts less valuable compared to the current benefit and
cost impacts. To calculate comparable marginal costs, non-recurring costs using the
CAEP assumptions are also included in the EDS analysis.
EDS can accommodate scaled changes in the already assumed technology level,
therefore the 5%, 10%, and 15% NO_ reduction options are chosen to be investigated.
Each stringency option assumes a jump in technology to a certain level in order to
meet stringency standards. The definitions of the technology levels are listed in Table
5.1. The engine under consideration already has a 25% design margin built into it.
Therefore, only beginning at the 25% stringency can a constraint be imposed on
the NO, levels of the aircraft/engine combination. A 5, 10, and 15% NO- reduction
were then chosen to represent the 30% stringency with a 0, 5, 10% design certification
margin.
5.3.2 CAEP Assumptions
CAEP made several assumptions for calculating benefits and costs in the NO- strin-
gency analysis. The CAEP report uses two models to assess the benefits produced
by the stringency options, the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration Emissions Dis-
persion Modeling System (EDMS) and the Boeing Global Emissions Model [36]. It
is assumed that the stringency option percentage, the nominal percentage reduction
in the NO. certification characteristic value, means the same percentage decrease in
LTO NO. emissions [36]. For the 30% stringency option and 767-200ER/CF6-80C2
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Other Non-Recurring CAEP Costs for 767-200ER Fleet
Type 5% Option 10% Option 15% Option
Loss of Fleet Value $ 83,000.00 $ 83,000.00 $ 83,000.00
Non-Recurring Mfc. $ 41,500,000.00 $ 41,500,000.00 $ 41,500,000.00
Table 5.2: Non-recurring CAEP costs, the loss of fleet value and the non-recurring
manufacturing cost, for the 767-200ER fleet.
combination, a technology level of 5B is assumed for the three options for both CAEP
and EDS. To calculate cost impacts, manufacturing (recurring and non-recurring) and
operating costs are considered. A fuel burn penalty of 2% is assumed for TL5B en-
gines. An increased cost of $217/lb of maximum take-off weight (MTOW) is assumed
for a 1.88% increase in MTOW for TL5B engines. Maintenance cost is assumed
to increase by $4/(engine flight hour) for TL5B. A recurring manufacturing cost of
$150,000 for TL5B is assumed. Spare engine cost is assumed based on industry data.
Non-recurring manufacturing cost is assumed to be $500 million for TL5B. Market
activity may be expected to result in lost value in the existing fleet due to market-
driven production cut-offs. Fleet value loss (another non-recurring cost) is assumed
to be $1 million for TL5B [36]. The fleet value loss estimates the retrofit cost required
to bring current engines into compliance with the new standard. Both fleet loss and
non-recurring manufacturing costs are shown in Table 5.2. These costs are taken from
the CAEP report [36] and are a percentage of the total amount from the report. The
percentage used, 8.3%, is the percentage of the entire fleet in 2002 that is composed
of 767-200ER aircraft. The non-recurring costs will be used on both analyses for the
fleet aggregation.
5.4 Benefit Impacts
5.4.1 Using EDS
Several aircraft are created using EDS for the two different cases: airframe and engine
optimization and airframe and engine optimization with fixed pressure ratio. The air-
craft created for the NO, reduction options with an airframe and engine optimization
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are optimized from the baseline minimum gross take-off weight (GTOW) aircraft with
a LTO NO. constraint imposed to simulate a NO, stringency. The airframe and en-
gine optimization with the fixed pressure ratio uses a minimum GTOW aircraft with
a fixed engine pressure ratio equal to the baseline 767-200ER engine in Table 4.2.
All the cases use take-off weight as the objective function. The NO, constraint is
used to force the optimization engine to focus on designing the aircraft to a certain
NO, level. The use of the take-off weight as the objective is a surrogate for both a
combination of performance and cost. A lower weight aircraft has lower fuel burn and
lower operating costs. An aircraft that has the optimal performance and cost and at
the same time meeting a NO. constraint is needed to examine the design changes and
costs associated with a NO, stringency. The minimization causes the cost impacts
to be lower than if changes were made to only reach the NO. constraint.
The NO. reduction aircraft for the two cases are shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4.
To achieve the NO. reduction aircraft using an airframe and engine optimization,
the EDS optimizer lowers turbine inlet temperatures while holding the overall engine
pressure ratio relatively constant to achieve a minimum take-off weight. To achieve the
NO. reduction options using an airframe and engine optimization and fixed smaller
overall engine pressure ratio (OPR), the wing aspect ratio and sweep decrease instead
of increasing as in the non-fixed OPR. It is also seen that there is a decrease in the
turbine inlet temperature similar to that of the other case. If the vehicle is allowed
to vary, then there are more degrees of freedom in the problem and consequently the
NO. reduction can be achieved at the cost of lower fuel burn.
The amount of NO, saved in pounds for one aircraft and one LTO for the two
cases is shown in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. The changes due to the NO. reduction are
shown in percentages from the baseline value. The percentages are also shown in
Figures 5-3 and 5-4. The amount of NO saved for the fixed engine pressure ratio is
smaller than the other case since the baseline value for this particular case is smaller.
Figure 5-2 depicts the relationship between the percentage change in fuel burn from
the baseline and the percentage change in LTO NO2 from the baseline. Examining
the figure, a 5% reduction in NO2 causes an approximately 0.5% increase in fuel burn
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Airframe and Engine Opt.
Type Name Min GTOW NOx 5% NOx 10% NOx 15%
Take-off Weight (Ibs) 295205 302058.2 304116.8 306175.3
Wing Aspect Ratio 8.03 7.03 7.11 7.20
Wing Sweep 36.48 35.59 36.00 36.41
Wing Area 2358.02 2655.40 2667.55 2679.69
Wing X-Position 0.323 0.336 0.333 0.329
Design Wing Thick/Chord Ratio 0.149 0.136 0.138 0.140
ariables Tail Area/Wing Area 0.154 0.191 0.189 0.187Initial Cruise Altitude 29562 29087 29186 29284
Final Cruise Altitude 40413 37731 38431 39131
Sea Level Static Thrust 40023 56249.86 58102.11 59954.35
Bypass Ratio 5.787 6.316202 6.312403 6.308604
Overall Pressure Ratio 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
Turbine Inlet Temp 3234 2980.958 2949.911 2918.864
Cruise Range 5500 5500 5500 5500
Climb Gradient 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.024
Stability Margin 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18
C L Wing 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
C L Tail, Take-off 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
C L Tail, Cruise 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Constraints C L Tail, Landing 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Fuel Capacity 120000 120000 120000 120000
Take-off Field Length 9000 9000 9000 9000
Landing Field Length 8000 8000 8000 8000
Wing Span 200 200 200 200
EPNdB 600 600 600 600
LTO NOx 75.00 17.78 16.84 15.90
Fuel Burn (Ibs) 102218 102848.2 103815.5 104782.8
Outputs LTO NOx (lbs) 18.70 17.77 16.84 15.90
DOC 3.25 3.283219 3.316443 3.349667
# of Passengers 300 300 300 300
Parameters Initial Cruise Mach 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8Final Cruise Mach 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
L__ # of Engines 2 2 2 2
Table 5.3: The design variables, constraints, objectives, and parameters are shown for
the EDS optimized NO, reduction aircraft with an airframe and engine optimization.
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Airframe and Engine Opt. Fixed
OPR
Baseline
Min GTOW
Constant
Type Name OPR NOx 5% NOx 10% NOx 15%
Take-off Weight (lbs) 319563.1 323783.6 328004.8 332226.0
Wing Aspect Ratio 7.854 7.73 7.70 7.68
Wing Sweep 39.16 33.44 32.29 31.15
Wing Area 2803.19 2849.05 2902.66 2956.27
Wing X-Position 0.281 0.302 0.307 0.312
Design Wing Thick/Chord Ratio 0.162 0.159 0.156 0.153
Variables Tail Area/Wing Area 0.172 0.184 0.195 0.206
Initial Cruise Altitude 31169 31244 31325 31407
Final Cruise Altitude 42736 42495 42265 42034
Sea Level Static Thrust 40000.49 41537.95 43068.55 44599.15
Bypass Ratio 9.723 9.22 8.72 8.22
Turbine Inlet Temp 3102.94 3049.42 2998.34 2947.27
Cruise Range 5500 5500 5500 5500
Climb Gradient 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.024
Stability Margin 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18
C L Wing 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
C L Tail, Take-off 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
C L Tail, Cruise 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Constraints C L Tail, Landing 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Fuel Capacity 120000 120000 120000 120000
Take-off Field Length 9000 9000 9000 9000
Landing Field Length 8000 8000 8000 8000
Wing Span 200 200 200 200
EPNdB 600 600 600 600
LTO NOx 75.00 10.29 9.74 9.20
Fuel Burn (Ibs) 108842.38 110481.1 112122.3 113763.5
Outputs LTO NOx (Ibs) 10.827 10.29 9.74 9.20
DOC 3.270143 3.318020 3.366308 3.414597
# of Passengers 350 350 350 350
Fixed Initial Cruise Mach 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Parameters Final Cruise Mach 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8# of Engines 2 2 2 2
L_ _ Overall Pressure Ratio 27.74 27.74 27.74 27.74
Table 5.4: The design variables, constraints, objectives, and parameters are shown for
the EDS optimized NO, reduction aircraft with an airframe and engine optimization
and a fixed engine pressure ratio
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EDS Changes in Factors 5% Option 10% Option 15% Option
Take-off Weight (Ibs) 6853.21 8911.78 10970.35
% of Baseline 2.322% 3.019% 3.716%
LTO NOx lbs) 2.062 4.125 6.187
% of Baseline 5% 10% 15%
Fuel Burn (Ibs) 630.17 1597.50 2564.84
% of Baseline 0.616% 1.563% 2.509%
Fuel Burn Cost $ 171.06 $ 341.46 $ 511.86
% of Baseline 0.973% 1.941% 2.910%
Maintenance Cost $ 120.99 $ 242.42 $ 363.85
% of Baseline 1.247% 2.499% 3.750%
Recurring Mfc. And Airframe Cost $ 72.73 $ 145.21 $ 217.68
% of Baseline 1.792% 3.577% 5.363%
Table 5.5: EDS changes in costs and benefits for one aircraft and one event in 2008
using an airframe and engine optimization are given for the three NO, reduction
options.
for the airframe and engine optimization. The result shows that a large amount of
NO, reduction can be achieved with only a small decrease in performance.
The total amount of NO. saved in pounds for the fleet is calculated for the three
EDS reduction options for the airframe and engine optimization using a discount rate
of 3% as shown in Table 5.7. CAEP does not put a monetary value on the NO,
benefits. The discounting of NO_ allows the NO, benefits to be compared with one
another even though they may accrue in different time periods. The same procedure
is done for the airframe and engine optimization with fixed OPR case. The amount of
LTO NO2 in pounds for each year from 2008 to 2020 is calculated from the benefits
in Table 5.5 and the fleet growth and replacement forecast in Figure 3-2 for the 767-
200ER seat category, 301-400. The total amount saved for each option is then the
sum of each year's discounted value. Similar trends are seen in the magnitudes of
EDS fleet benefit impacts compared to the LTO NO2 fleet levels.
5.4.2 Using CAEP Assumptions
Using the CAEP report (36] and its model for LTO NOx emissions for the fleet, NOx
benefits are estimated for the 767-200ER/CF6-80C2 combination. Using the CAEP
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EDS Changes in Factors 5% Optin 10% Option 15% Option
Take-off Weight (Ibs) 4220.56 8441.74 12662.92
% of Baseline 1.321% 2.642% 3.963%
LTO NOx (Ibs) 1.193 2.387 3.580
% of Baseline 5% 10% 15%
Fuel Burn (Ibs) 1638.70 3279.90 4921.09
% of Baseline 1.506% 3.013% 4.521%
Fuel Burn Cost $ 283.02 $ 567.60 $ 852.17
% of Baseline 1.504% 3.016% 4.528%
Maintenance Cost $ 148.12 $ 297.89 $ 447.65
% of Baseline 1.595% 3.209% 4.822%
Recurring Mfc. And Airframe Cost $ 79.51 $ 158.31 $ 237.11
% of Baseline 2.231% 4.442% 6.653%
Table 5.6: EDS changes in costs and benefits for one aircraft and one event in 2008
using an airframe and engine optimization and a fixed engine pressure ratio are given
for the three NO. reduction options.
0% 5% 10% 15%
% baseline of LTO NOx
-+-Airframe Engine
Optimization
-- Airframe Engine
Optimization w/ Fixed
OPR
20%
Figure 5-2: The change in fuel burn as a percentage of the baseline is compared to
the change in LTO NO, as a percentage of the baseline.
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Table 5.7: The NOx saved in pounds is displayed for the EDS NOx reduction options
for 767-200ER fleet implemented in 2008 for selected years using an airframe and
engine optimization.
Changes in Factors 5% Option 10% Option 15% Option
LTO NOx (Ibs) 4.960 9.921 14.881
Fuel Burn Penalty/2% $ 381.03 $ 381.03 $ 381.03
Maintenance $ 14.75 $ 14.75 $ 14.75
Recurring Mfc $ 339.48 $ 339.48 $ 339.48
Spare Engines $ 0.65 $ 0.65 $ 0.65
Airframe Cost $ 116.52 $ 116.52 $ 116.52
Table 5.8: CAEP changes in costs and benefits for one aircraft and one event in 2008
are given for the three NO, reduction options [361.
LTO NOX fleet emissions model along with the number of operations per year and the
percentage of the 301-400 seat category for 767-200ER, the benefits for one aircraft
and one event are calculated for 2008 as shown in Table 5.8.
The total amount of NOx saved in pounds for the fleet is calculated for the three
CAEP reduction options using a discount rate of 3% as shown in Table 5.9. The
amount of LTO NOx in pounds for each year from 2008 to 2020 is calculated from
the benefits in Table 5.8 and the fleet growth and replacement forecast in Figure 3-2
for the 767-200ER seat category, 301-400. The total amount saved for each option is
the sum of each year's discounted value.
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3% Discount Rate
Year 5% Option 10% Option 15% Option
2008 20749.15 41498.31 62247.46
2010 23305.33 46610.67 69916.00
2015 27294.94 54589.88 81884.83
2020 34662.77 69325.54 103988.31
Total Saved 355,039.16 710,078.32 1,065,117.48
3% Discount Rate
Year 5% Option 10% Option 15% Option
2008 49904.43 99808.87 149713.30
2010 56052.38 112104.76 168157.14
2015 65647.91 131295.82 196943.73
2020 83368.50 166737.00 250105.49
Total Saved 853915.67 1707831.34 2561747.01
Table 5.9: The NO, saved in pounds is shown for the CAEP NO. reduction options
for 767-200ER fleet implemented in 2008 for selected years.
5.5 Cost Impacts
5.5.1 Using EDS
The change in operating cost using EDS is obtained to show the total cost impact
to the 767-200ER as shown in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. The operating cost is calculated
by using the EDS operating cost module to assess the aircraft described in Section
5.4. The operating cost is broken down into several categories including fuel cost,
maintenance cost, and recurring manufacturing and airframe cost. These categories
are chosen to be similar to the categories assumed for the CAEP report so that a com-
parison can be made between how the costs are impacted for different assumptions.
In Tables 5.5 and 5.6 and Figures 5-3 and 5-4, the changes due to the NO. reduction
are shown in percentages from the baseline value. The fixed engine pressure ratio
aircraft in Table 5.6 has a higher change in fuel as well as maintenance, and recurring
manufacturing and airframe costs. Because the OPR is fixed for the particular case,
take-off weight and fuel burn are larger in comparison to the non-fixed OPR case.
The higher fuel translates into higher fuel burn costs for the fixed OPR case. The
maintenance, airframe, and recurring manufacturing costs in EDS are mainly based
on aircraft weight, and therefore with the higher take-off weight, there are higher
change in costs for these categories.
The total change in operating cost for the 767-200ER fleet is calculated for the
three EDS reduction options for the airframe and engine optimization using a discount
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Figure 5-3: The changes in costs and benefits for EDS are given as a percentage of
the baseline aircraft for an airframe and engine optimization.
Figure 5-4: The changes in costs and benefits for EDS as a percentage of the baseline
aircraft for an airframe and engine optimization and a fixed engine pressure ratio.
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3% Discount Rate
Year 5% Option 10% Option 15% Option
2008 $3,669,989.47 $7,335,077.63 $11,000,165.78
2010 $4,122,111.63 $8,238,718.12 $12,355,324.61
2015 $4,827,770.17 $9,649,092.78 $14,470,415.39
2020 $6,130,948.44 $12,253,708.91 $18,376,469.38
Total Saved $62,797,256.68 $125,510,646.74 $188,224,036.79
Table 5.10: The change in operating cost in constant 2002 dollars is displayed for the
EDS NO, reduction options for 767-200ER fleet implemented in 2008 for selected
years for an airframe and engine optimization.
rate of 3% as shown in Table 5.10. The same procedure is done for the airframe and
engine optimization with fixed OPR case. The change in operating cost for each
year from 2008 to 2020 is calculated from the change in operating costs in Table 5.5
and the fleet growth and replacement forecast in Figure 3-2 for the 767-200ER seat
category, 301-400. The total change in operating cost for each option is the sum of
each year's discounted value. The EDS cost impacts are compared to the operating
cost impacts in Chapter 4 and are on the same order of magnitude.
5.5.2 Using CAEP Assumptions
The change in operating cost using CAEP is obtained to show the total cost impact
to the 767-200ER as shown in Table 5.8. The change in operating cost is calculated
by using the assumptions discussed in Section 5.3.2, assuming a technology level of
5B for the engine for all three options. The operating cost is broken down into several
categories including a fuel penalty, maintenance cost, recurring manufacturing, and
airframe cost. Examining both Tables 5.5 and 5.8, CAEP has constant changes in
operating cost for the three options while changes in operating cost increase for the
reduction options calculated in EDS.
The total change in operating cost using CAEP for the 767-200ER fleet is calcu-
lated for the three reduction options using a discount rate of 3% as shown in Table
5.11. The change in operating cost for each year from 2008 to 2020 is calculated
from the change in operating costs in Table 5.8 and the fleet growth and replacement
forecast in Figure 3-2 for the 767-200ER seat category, 301-400. The total change in
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3% Discount Rate
Year 5% Option 10% Option 15% Option
2008 $ 8,576,013.03 $ 8,576,013.03 $ 8,576,013.03
2010 $ 9,632,529.81 $ 9,632,529.81 $ 9,632,529.81
2015 $ 11,281,509.16 $ 11,281,509.16 $ 11,281,509.16
2020 $ 14,326,769.62 $ 14,326,769.62 $ 14,326,769.62
Total Saved $ 146,744,315.02 $ 146,744,315.02 $ 146,744,315.02
Table 5.11: The change in operating cost in constant 2002 dollars is shown for CAEP
NO_ reduction options for 767-200ER fleet implemented in 2008 for selected years.
operating cost for each option is the sum of each year's discounted value. According
to the CAEP report [361, the cost impact for the whole fleet for 30% stringency and
0% design margin is approximately $1.242 billion. Comparing the whole fleet impact
to the cost impact for only the 767-200ER fleet of $146.7 million, the amount is one
order of magnitude below the cost impact to the whole fleet.
5.6 Comparing EDS and CAEP Costs and Bene-
fits
After calculating the costs and benefits for the EDS cases and the CAEP study,
several comparisons can be made between EDS and CAEP assumptions and values
for the NO, reduction options. Examining Figure 5-2 and the CAEP assumptions
in Table 5.8, it is seen that for the three NO, reduction options, CAEP assumes a
constant 2% fuel burn penalty for the TL5B engine. However, for the airframe and
engine optimization case and the 5%, 10%, and 15% reduction options, a fuel burn
increase of 1%, 1.5%, and 2.8% is incurred, respectively. The EDS fuel burn penalties
are close to that of the CAEP assumption, however, as NO, reduction increases,
EDS uses its physics-based predictions to increase the fuel burn penalty, while CAEP
makes an assumption of a 2% fuel burn penalty based on an unknown 5B engine
technology.
Examining the overall total cost impacts between EDS and CAEP in Tables 5.10
and 5.11, it is seen that for the first two reduction options the total cost impact
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is higher for CAEP, however for the 15% reduction option, the EDS cost impact is
higher. The higher EDS cost impact is mostly due to the higher fuel burn penalty
associated with the EDS 15% reduction option. Comparing the CAEP assumption
cost impacts with that of the EDS cost impacts for the airframe and engine optimiza-
tion case, it is seen that the EDS case has higher costs in fuel burn and other costs
for the 15% reduction option. This difference is mostly attributed to the fact that
CAEP assumes constant costs for the three reduction options.
Comparing the two EDS scenarios with the CAEP assumptions, the airframe and
engine optimization with the fixed OPR is most similar to the CAEP case study. The
similarity is due to the fact that for stringency certification, CAEP assumes that only
NO, amounts are reduced while OPR and maximum take-off thrust remain relatively
constant.
Because the CAEP report [36] makes cost impact assumptions based on general
trends for all aircraft, the assumptions make it difficult for the CAEP case to model
reality as well as EDS. The CAEP analysis does not take into account that manufac-
turers may go to higher pressure ratios to decrease fuel burn. The manufacturer can
then increase emissions output but still stay under the stringency constraint. EDS
is able to model this change in the engine pressure ratio when it is optimizing to-
ward some objective and using the engine pressure ratio as a design variable. EDS
is able to use physics-based models to better capture the interplay between the dif-
ferent disciplines for a specific aircraft while CAEP uses general trends and future
engine predictions to calculate cost impacts. Because of the physics-based models
and MDO, the results captured by EDS are more rigorous than those produced by
CAEP. However, EDS does not truly take into account advanced unknown engines
specifications. CAEP takes into account advanced unknown engine specifications by
making several assumptions such as fuel burn and MTOW penalties.
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Figure 5-5: The NO, certification levels are shown for the baseline aircraft for the
two cases. The black line represents the CAEP 4 standard. The variable, D,/Foo,
stands for the mass of NO, emitted during LTO divided by the maximum take-off
thrust.
5.7 NO, Certification Levels for EDS cases
Figure 5-5 shows the NO, certification levels achieved by the baseline aircraft for
the two cases under consideration. The NO, reduction options for the two cases are
very close to the baselines on the certification figure. They are far below the CAEP
4 stringency standard shown in the figure. As discussed above, the new optimized
aircraft with NOX reduction options achieved the 30% decrease in the CAEP strin-
gency standard by a 0, 5, and 10% margin. The NOx certification level for aircraft
engines is a constraint on a graph of the LTO NOx characteristic value [D,/Foo] com-
pared against the engine pressure ratio. The variable, D,/Foo, stands for the mass
of NOx emitted during LTO divided by the maximum take-off thrust. Therefore,
certification differs greatly from actual NOx production since the certification takes
into account several other factors such as maximum take-off thrust and overall engine
pressure ratio. An aircraft near the certification standard could increase actual NOx
production and could increase maximum take-off thrust or engine pressure and still
remain certified.
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The manufacturer can devise several ways to modify the aircraft to meet certifi-
cation standards. The different optimization scenarios correspond to different ways
to achieve the same actual reduction in NO2 in practice, but they represent different
responses when looked at from a certification viewpoint due to other factors such as
maximum take-off thrust and overall engine pressure ratio. In Figure 5-5, it is seen
that the baseline for fixed OPR has a lower OPR than the other baselines. The lower
OPR is due to the fact that OPR remains fixed at the original engine level for the
particular case. CAEP assumes a small shift downward of D,/Foo for engines to meet
stringency. However in many cases, once the stringency is met, the manufacturer may
try to increase engine pressure ratio along the stringency constraint to decrease fuel
burn and in turn increase the actual amount of NO. produced.
Examining Figure 5-5, it is also seen that the minimum weight take-off aircraft is
not close to that of the CF6-80C2 engine mostly due to a higher overall engine pressure
ratio, whereas the case with fixed engine pressure ratio is closer to the original engine.
Adding the NO, characteristic value to EDS along with calibrating it to the original
engine may help to improve EDS and the stringency certification predictions. The
ability to explore different types of aircraft with respect to stringency standards is a
strength of EDS compared to using the CAEP assumptions.
5.8 Comparing Marginal Costs
The marginal costs for both analyses are calculated by taking the sum of the total
change in operating costs and the non-recurring costs, and dividing by the total
benefit of NO_ saved. The marginal costs for the NO, reduction options are shown
in Figure 5-6 for CAEP and the two different EDS analyses. The downward trend
for the marginal costs EDS is similar to the downward trend of the marginal costs
calculated by CAEP. The decrease in the cost-benefit trend for the analyses is mostly
due to the constant non-recurring costs across all the options. In comparison to the
change in operating costs, the non-recurring costs are large. For a larger decrease
in NO,, non-recurring costs remain constant, therefore a decrease in cost-benefit is
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Figure 5-6: EDS and CAEP Marginal costs for NO. reduction options for 767-200ER
fleet implemented in 2008. The cases are the EDS airframe and engine optimization,
the CAEP assumptions, and the EDS airframe and engine optimization with a fixed
overall engine pressure ratio.
observed. It is seen that the CAEP analysis has much smaller marginal costs than the
other two cases. The smaller marginal cost is greatly due to the larger NO2 reduction
seen in Table 5.8.
Comparing marginal costs and the attributes of the different aircraft in Table 5.3,
EDS and CAEP achieve NO, reduction in different ways. For EDS, the entire vehicle
including the airframe and engine is changed according to estimating relationships
and physical models to meet the constraint in NO.. However using the CAEP as-
sumptions, benefit and cost impacts are based on assumptions of an unknown engine
technology that has not yet been achieved. Using an optimization and fleet repre-
sentation framework may provide a more realistic comparison of different stringency
implementation plans.
5.9 Model Sensitivity
The sensitivity of the marginal costs to benefit and cost impacts is examined. The
sensitivities are calculated by changing the inputs by 1% and then calculating the
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Sensitivity Reduction O tion
EDS 5% 10% 15%
NOx 1.00% 1.00% 1.00%
Fuel Burn Cost -0.28% -0.35% -0.38%
Maintenance Cost -0.20% -0.25% -0.27%
Recurring Mfc. And Airframe -0.12% -0.15% 1-0.16%
Table 5.12: The % sensitivity for the marginal costs of the EDS airframe and engine
optimization case using changes in inputs of 1% is shown.
CAEP Sensitivity
NOx 1.000%
Fuel Burn Penalty -0.348%
Maintenance -0.013%
Recurring Mfc. -0.310%
Spare Engine -0.001%
Aircraft Weight Increase -0.107%
Table 5.13: The % sensitivity for the marginal costs
in inputs of 1% is shown.
of CAEP case study using changes
percentage change of the final output, the marginal cost. The airframe and engine
optimization was used as the baseline for the values. The sensitivities for EDS inputs
and CAEP inputs are shown in Tables 5.12 and 5.13 respectively. Using the CAEP
assumptions, the marginal cost is most sensitive to the fuel burn penalty, the recurring
manufacturing cost assumptions, and the NO_ values. Since the costs are the same
for the three CAEP reduction options, the sensitivities are the same as well. For the
EDS analysis, the fuel burn cost and NO- appear to be the largest factors influencing
the marginal cost calculation. Therefore, being able to calculate the actual fuel burn
and fuel cost penalties associated with the NO. reductions will have a large influence
on the marginal cost of the NO_ savings.
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5.10 Summary
Considering that the NO2 reduction options in EDS use only scaled changes in the
already assumed technology level and modify both the engine and airframe of the
aircraft, a significant environmental impact is obtained using proven technology. The
marginal costs for CAEP and EDS show similar decreasing trends for the three re-
duction options due to the large non-recurring costs.
Due to the way aircraft engines are certified, there are several different ways of
measuring the actual NO, reduction from a proposed stringency when using EDS.
In this case, adding the correct LTO NO, characteristic value as an output for EDS
and calibrating it to the original engine values may help improve EDS and stringency
certification predictions.
Because of the physics-based models and MDO, the results captured by EDS are
more rigorous than those produced by CAEP. However, EDS does not truly take
into account advanced unknown engines specifications. CAEP takes into account
advanced unknown engine specifications by making several assumptions such as fuel
burn and MTOW penalties. EDS uses physics-based models to examine the trade-
offs between the different disciplines for a specific aircraft while CAEP only uses
whole fleet aircraft trends and predictions about future unknown engine technologies
to calculate cost impacts. As NO reduction increases, EDS uses its physics-based
predictions to increase the fuel burn penalty, while CAEP makes an assumption of
a 2% fuel burn penalty based on an unknown 5B engine technology. CAEP assumes
that only NO. amounts are reduced while OPR and maximum take-off thrust remain
relatively constant making it similar to the EDS case with an airframe and engine
optimization and a fixed OPR.
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Chapter 6
Real Options for Technology
Forecasting
6.1 Introduction
Future aircraft, such as the replacements to the 767-200ER, are achieving improved
performance and environmental performance through the use of new technologies.
However, there are uncertainties associated with the technologies that are not re-
flected in the MDO framework. Real options is a technique that accounts for these
uncertainties and can be used to quantify the value of adding technologies to a design.
In the words of Robert C. Merton in his December 1997 Nobel Lecture: 'the future
is uncertain... and in an uncertain environment, having the flexibility to decide what
to do after some of that uncertainty is resolved definitely has value. Option pricing
theory provides the means for assessing that value.' [31]. A real option evaluation
systematically increases the value of projects by incorporating the value of flexibility,
especially for projects with greater uncertainty in the future.
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Figure 6-1: Payoff is shown from a call (C) and a put (P) option, respectively. S is
defined as the stock price and X is defined as the strike price.
6.2 Background for Real Options
6.2.1 Introduction to Option Pricing
An option gives the owner the right to act without the corresponding obligation to
act. Options are defined by Hull [18] as derivatives; they depend on an underlying
asset. Two basic options on the financial markets, are the call option and the put
option. The call option gives the owner the right to buy the underlying asset at a
predetermined price, the exercise price, at a pre-set date. Since the owner has the
right to choose whether to exercise the option or not, it will only be exercised if the
value of the underlying asset exceeds the value of the exercise price. In reverse, a put
option, which gives the owner the right to sell at a predetermined price, at a pre-set
date, will only be exercised if the value of the exercise price exceeds the value of the
underlying asset. According to Hull, the value of a call option, C, and the value of a
put option, P, at the date of exercise are written as functions of the exercise price,
X, and the value of the underlying asset, S, and are expressed as equations 6.1 and
6.2 [18].
C = Max(S - X, 0) (6.1)
P = Max(X - S, 0) (6.2)
The pay-off at exercise can thereby be illustrated as in Figure 6-1.
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There are two kinds of options, American and European, which only differ by the
time when they can be exercised. European options can only be exercised at the
date of exercise. American options can be exercised at any moment until the date
of exercise. American options are much harder to calculate since they are of a more
continuous nature. Thinking about how flexibility adds value, one can conclude that
American options should cost more since they provide extra flexibility. In financial
markets, American options cost more than their European counterparts. American
and European options are real financial securities and are bought and sold in world
markets.
The foundation of option pricing theory can be found in the work by Black and
Scholes [10], giving the Black-Scholes formula, and Merton [30], which extends the
theory. These economists found that the price of options can be derived as if the world
is risk-neutral. A partial differential equation was derived, which when solved gives
the value of a call option, the closed form of the Black-Scholes formula. The value of
the option, under their assumptions, depends on the current value of the underlying
asset, the exercise price, the instantaneous risk-free rate, the variance of return of
the underlying asset, and the time to exercise [10]. The formula assumes that the
stock under consideration does not pay a dividend or make other distributions. The
formula also makes the assumption that the underlying stock price follows geometric
Brownian motion with constant volatility. According to Black and Scholes [10], values
for a call price c or put price p are:
c = sb(di) - xcet<(d 2 ) (6.3)
p = xe-r#(-d 2 ) - s#(-di) (6.4)
where:
log(s/x) + (r + (o2 )/2)t (6.5)
d2 = d1 - oV- (6.6)
where s is the price of the underlying stock, x is the strike price, r is the continuously
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compounded risk free interest rate, I is the time in years until expirations of the
option, o- is the implied volatility for the underlying stock, and <b is the standard
normal cumulative distribution function. For other types of options it can be hard,
or impossible, to find an analytical solution to the differential equation and in these
cases it is necessary to apply numerical methods to estimate the value of the option.
6.2.2 Introduction to Real Options
Since Black and Scholes and Merton presented their work, option pricing has found
new areas of applications. Apart from pricing financial options, the theory is also ap-
plicable to options constituted by "real opportunities". Flexibility can be interpreted
as different types of options, but the payoff, in the case of flexibility and real options,
is often more complex than the payoff from call and put options. In many cases,
call and put options can be combined to represent the desired payoff. According to
Mun [33], traditional approaches assume a static decision-making ability, while real
options assume a dynamic series of future decisions where management has the flexi-
bility to adapt given changes in the business environment. The real options approach
considers multiple decision paths due to high uncertainty along with management's
choice of optimal strategies when new information becomes available.
An important item that differs between real and financial options is the underlying
asset. In the case of financial options, the value of the underlying asset is often easily
observed in financial markets (stocks, bonds, and ETFs), but in the case of real
options whose value depends on revenues, it is much harder to observe and gather
data. The lack of observed data makes it difficult to replicate the payoff of the option
since revenues of a firm cannot be seen as a traded security. Therefore, it is often
assumed that markets are complete, meaning that the revenues can be replicated by
a portfolio of traded assets, a "replicating" portfolio, whose movements of value are
identical to the movements of revenues [44].
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6.2.3 Previous Real Options Work
Several authors have used real options in valuing flexibility decisions. First, Kulatilaka
[22] examines flexible manufacturing systems, an example demonstrating the proper
use of real options and dynamic programming. More recently, real options modeling
and analysis have been applied to airplane design, relating technology to its underlying
economic assets [27], and space systems, using an option to abandon [23]. Gonzalez-
Zugasti [16] uses real options to value platforming decisions for the design of platform-
based families of spacecraft.
6.3 Model Description and Set-up
6.3.1 Technology Readiness Levels
A technology readiness level (TRL) is a NASA established definition of technology
maturity [34]. The current TRL descriptions define nine levels, adding TRL 8 and
9 to carry technology maturity through mission operations [34]. Table 6.1 describes
the NASA definitions of each TRL. Once a technology's readiness level has been
established, the risks of including that technology in product development can be
assessed. TRL is a historical view of a technology's development. While the TRL
can describe what has been done up until that time, knowing that a program has
achieved a certain TRL does not show anything about its prospects for future growth
[42].
6.3.2 Relating Technology Maturity to Stocks and Poisson
Processes
The model for real options for technology forecasting simulates the movement of
the inherent value of a technology as the movement of a stock price. In order to
calculate an option value for a technology design option, a value must be attributed
to a technology's maturity (where technology maturity is defined by TRL) and this
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TRL Definition
Level 1 Basic principles observed and reported
Level 2 Technology concept and/or application formulated
Analytical and eperimental critical function and/or characteristic proof-of-
Level 3 concept
Level 4 Component and/or breadboard validation in laboratory environment
Level 5 Component and/or breadboard validation in relevant environment
System/subsystem model or prototype demonstration in a relevant
Level 6 environment
Level 7 System prototype demonstration in a space environment
Level 8 Actual system completed and "flight qualified"
Level 9 Actual system "flight proven" through successful mission operations
Table 6.1: The NASA technology readiness levels are defined [42].
value must be translated to stock price so that it can be evaluated using a real options
equation. The technology value is then translated into its financial equivalent in order
for the option value to be calculated.
" Value of Option, V = The value of the option is technology design option value.
" Strike Price, K = The strike price is the implementation cost needed to imple-
ment the technology under question at the date of exercise.
* Stock Price, S = The stock price is related to a technology's maturity value.
* Expiration date - The expiration date is the time when the next design change
occurs.
Each variable in the valuation of a stock option then has a real world correspondent.
Then using the above definitions, the value of a real option is calculated using Equa-
tion 6.7 [42]. The value v of a real (non-income producing) option that pays off W(T)
at time T is given by the general formula:
v(t, T) e-r(T-t)E[max(O, W(T))] (6.7)
where t is current time, E denotes the expected value in a risk-neutral world, and r
is the discount rate. The discount factor, exp -r(T - t), which is a constant, brings
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the monetary value back to current time t. The discount rate is defined as the time
value of money. In general, this means that a dollar today is worth more than a dollar
tomorrow. The discount rate is used in the following equation:
di = (6.8)(1 ± d)p
where di is the amount of money in the first period, d2 is the amount of money in the
second period, p is the number of time periods between period 1 and 2, and rd is the
discount rate for a certain length of time, the length of time between periods 1 and 2
divided by the number of periods, p. To relate technology performance to a value, the
cost savings attributed to the technology must be monetized and therefore is defined
by damage costs savings it produces. The movement of the stock price/technology
value through time is simulating how the technical performance/value is uncertain
through time. The inherent value of a technology, V, is defined by Equation 6.9:
Vo T - (6.9)R
where T is the technology value defined by the damage costs it produces and R is the
technology readiness level.
A Poisson process is used to simulate the movement of the underlying variable
(stock price) of technology value. Technical maturity (TRL) usually makes discrete
jumps; it is a good approximation to model this behavior with a Poisson process
that makes TRL jumps with a certain probability. A Poisson process is useful for
describing events that happen discretely but randomly in time. It is frequently used
to describe the occurrence of discrete jumps. At each time point, the TRL-value has
a certain probability, 1 - p, of remaining at the same level and a probability, p, of
jumping by mean jump size p, where:
p = At (6.10)
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The Poisson process has a mean jump size of p, a mean arrival rate of A, no drift,
and a time step size of 6t ([33, 44, 32]). Both Shishko [42] and Rouse [40] translate
technology maturity into a monetary value, however neither uses a Poisson process
to model a TRL path's infrequent but discrete jumps.
6.3.3 Model Assumptions
Several assumptions were used in the real options for technology forecasting model.
The technical readiness must be above a certain TRL for the technology option to
be exercised. The TRL is assumed to be unchanging above TRL = 9. The system
design will need to be changed to incorporate this new technology into the system.
It is assumed that the option is exercised immediately and that a European option
is being used. It is also assumed that the TRL-value will only increase in value,
modeling that, in general, technological progress is always moving forward. The
system that the technology is being incorporated is not a test bed for technologies
otherwise the threshold for the TRL readiness would be extremely low. The low TRL
threshold would allow unproven technologies to be added to the system without any
consequences.
6.4 Example Set-up
To show how the real options for technology forecasting functions, a technology for
noise reduction of an aircraft engine is used as an example to calculate the technology
design option value. The problem is treated as a European option with an expiration
of 5 years. The time periods is broken up into quarters thus having 20 time periods.
The simulation for calculating the technology design option for trailing edge fan
blowing is created in Crystal Ball [15], a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet add-on. For
each uncertain variable, a probability distribution is defined. The type of distribution
selected is based on the conditions for that variable. The variables that are uncertain
and that are simulated in the model are values of the technology design option at
each of the 20 time periods which follow the Poisson process probability distribution.
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The Monte Carlo simulation calculates multiple scenarios of the model by repeatedly
sampling values from the probability distributions for the uncertain variables. In
Crystal Ball, simulations can consist of as many trials as are needed. The simulation
is run using the Monte Carlo method for 5,000 trials.
6.4.1 Trailing Edge Fan Blowing
The technology under consideration in this example, trailing edge fan blowing, creates
an average noise reduction of 2 effective perceived noise level (EPNdB) per opera-
tion [8, 13]. With the demand for air travel growing at approximately 5% per year,
noise restrictions on next-generation aircraft engines are expected to become more
stringent since aircraft noise is a large environmental factor. Fan rotor-stator inter-
action is a major contributor to the overall perceived noise for aircraft powered by
turbofan engines considering the various aircraft noise sources at take-off. Brookfield
[13] focuses on this new technique for reducing rotor-stator interaction noise. The
technique is based on injecting air from the trailing edge of the rotor blades, filling
in the mass/momentum deficit of the wake. By filling in the wake, the magnitude of
variations in the mean velocity profile is significantly reduced and through modifica-
tion on the mean shear, the wake turbulence is reduced. Both items contribute to the
noise reduction [13]. According to Brookfield [13], there is on average a reduction of
noise of 2 EPNdB due to the trailing edge fan blowing. The average reduction of 2
EPNdB partnered with the damage cost of noise from Appendix A will produce the
average value of the technology at its highest technology readiness level of 9.
6.4.2 Example Data Inputs
The example of trailing edge fan blowing is set-up in Crystal Ball using inputs based
on its history of technology maturity and the value of its noise reduction. The current
TRL is 4 according to data [8]. The dates are known when the technology was first
published as well as the TRL level currently and an assumed next time for a TRL jump
[8]. From these data, a mean arrival rate curve over time was calculated including
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Lambda vs. Time
Figure 6-2: TRL mean arrival rate curve is depicted for trailing edge fan blowing. A
is defined as the mean arrival rate.
interpolated points, Figure 6-2. Fan trail edge blowing at TRL = 9 provides an
expected noise reduction benefit of 2 EPNdB per operation, thus using the procedure
in Appendix A for calculating noise damage savings, T = $56.65. Using Equation 6.9
and values T = $56.65 and R = 9, the inherent value of technology is Vo - $6.29. The
TRL threshold for option exercise is, R = 7. The implementation cost is assumed to
be I = $10 for use in the model. The mean jump size is a TRL jump of R = 1.
6.5 Example Results
The option value for trailing edge fan blowing with the above inputs is calculated to
be $12.40 per aircraft event. The value of the option is the value of the technology
at the last time period less the implementation cost, discounted back to the present
period. If the cost to change the design of the system were less than the value of
the option calculated, it would be cost-effective to plan to incorporate the technology
into the system during the early design process. Figure 6-3 is an example of one trial
run of the technical readiness as a function of time.
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Figure 6-3: One trial is run for the Crystal Ball simulation. For each trial, the
technical readiness has a different path over time.
6.5.1 Model Sensitivity
The value for the technology design option is most sensitive to the quality level, the
initial readiness, and the implementation cost. The model sensitivities are shown in
Table 6.2. The inputs are varied to create eight different scenarios by moving the
inputs by 1% and examining the percentage change of the output, the option value.
The largest sensitivity for the value of technology design option is caused by the
inherent value. This large sensitivity makes sense since the inherent value is basically
the multiplication factor for the readiness levels. Any change in the inherent value
is going to show large changes for option value. Another input that is very sensitive
is denoted by the initial readiness. The initial TRL level is going to have large
impact on the option value. Implementation cost also has a large negative sensitivity.
Intuitively, a larger implementation cost will devaluate the technology design option
because it will overpower any flexibility gained by purchasing the option.
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Table 6.2: The % sensitivity of model for technology design option is calculated by
varying the inputs by 1% and examining the percentage change of the output, the
value of the technology design option.
6.6 Summary
Technology maturity is modeled to mimic a stock price that is moving under a Pois-
son process to calculate option value for a new technology such as trailing edge fan
blowing. Technology maturity value is related to stock price so that the real option
value of the technology can be calculated using Equation 6.7. Due to its discrete
jump nature, a Poisson process is used to approximate the movements of technology
maturity. It is seen that the value of the option is the mean option value over all sim-
ulation trials. Due to the probabilistic nature, the option value has a large variance
and range. The option value is most sensitive to the implementation cost. Thus a
decision maker wanting to incorporate an interface for fan trail edge blowing would
want the cost of the change to the system at the design stage to be less than or equal
to the value of the option.
Real options is a comparatively new technique used in valuing projects or tech-
nologies in an environment of extreme uncertainty. The real options frameworks
presented here can be used to value other investments in the engineering world. How-
ever, to apply the real options approach to engineering systems still requires good
systems thinking and engineering analyses to build a credible simulation of all the
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
This work has investigated the use of Environmental Design Space coupled with fleet
aggregation models to examine the cost-benefits over time of design changes at the
single vehicle level and their impacts on an entire fleet. The Environmental Design
Space is a multidisciplinary design optimization tool that is used to generate the
performance and emission data at the aircraft level used as inputs to the operating
cost and fleet representation modules. The analyses as a whole are important be-
cause examining environmental and technological impacts of an entire aircraft fleet
provides the broad world view that is needed to make policy decisions at the national
and global level. Examining the cost-benefit from a fleet wide perspective can help
determine strategies under different regulation scenarios and assumptions. Using the
fleet representation methodology and vehicle definitions for every representative air-
craft, the costs, benefits, and marginal costs of a NO_ stringency mandate for the
entire fleet could be calculated. Evaluating technology design options using a real
options methodology takes into account program and technological future risks early
in the design process, providing extra value to projects and innovations that would
otherwise be left on the drawing room floor. While research has been performed in
areas of MDO, damage costs of emissions, and fleet prediction, this work presents
several important contributions.
The fleet representation study is essential because it depicts the overall impact
both for operating cost and damage costs from the single aircraft level propagated
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upward to a fleet aggregate level. Therefore, the methodology for the operating cost
and fleet representation module was created to calculate operating cost and dam-
age cost changes for different replacement aircraft. These changes were compared
to fleet aggregated operating and damage cost levels. The operating cost module is
implemented by taking the outputs from EDS for the three differently designed air-
craft with different objectives, (minimized fuel burn, minimized take-off weight, and
minimized NO, output) and calculating the changes in operating cost and damage
cost from the baseline aircraft, the 767-200ER. To calculate fleet level operating and
damage costs over time, FESG fleet level predictions are combined with operating
cost and emission data for the representative aircraft and social costs for emissions.
Negative fleet-level cost-benefit impacts support an improvement over the baseline
aircraft for the three EDS optimized replacement aircraft.
The NO, stringency case study is important because it provides a quantitative
assessment of the limitations and assumptions currently in EDS and used in the CAEP
report. The methodology was created for evaluating the cost and benefit impacts of
the NO2 stringency mandates using EDS and the fleet aggregation models. The
NO_ stringency is simulated in EDS by imposing a NO. constraint on the aircraft
during optimization. The CAEP analysis used for comparison is calculated using the
767-200ER fleet and assumptions for fuel burn, recurring manufacturing costs, and
airframe costs. The case study compares the benefit and cost impacts calculated by
EDS and the CAEP to demonstrate the differences of how EDS and CAEP perform
design changes to meet the stringency standards. The results show that a significant
environmental impact is obtained using proven technology considering that the NO,
reduction options in EDS use only scaled changes in the already assumed technology
level and modify both the engine and airframe of the aircraft. The certification and
stringency process for aircraft engines may not be indicative of the best way to change
aircrafts and their engines to meet standards.
The procedure developed in this work to value technology design options using
real options and Monte Carlo software allows a new way to assess the benefits of
incorporating new technology into the fleet. Real options are used in the method-
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ology because it is tailor-made for evaluating flexibility efforts even in non-market
situations. Real options for technology forecasting is implemented by modeling tech-
nology maturity as a stock price that is moving under a Poisson process. The option
value is then calculated using Monte Carlo software to simulate thousands of different
scenarios. The methodology was then applied to an example technology, trailing edge
fan blowing, to demonstrate how the option value and other inputs are calculated.
The results show that the option value is most sensitive to the implementation cost.
A decision maker wanting to incorporate an interface for trailing edge fan blowing
would want the cost of the change to the system at the design stage to be less than
or equal to the value of the option.
7.1 Future Work
Although this thesis provides a solid foundation for both the operating cost and
fleet representation modules for EDS and the model of real options for technology
forecasting, the work can be extended and improved in some different areas such
as including new vehicle libraries, adding new assumptions, and examining an older
technology.
The work omits the inclusion of other environmental costs such as noise and
particle emissions. This assumption is a limitation on the fleet impacts, especially
the cost-benefit. The damage cost then does not take into account the total damage
costs of the aircraft flight. Although C02 and NO, make up a large part of the
damage costs, adding other damages would provide other dimensions to examine the
design changes for any replacement aircraft. For use in this model, the aggregated
effects of noise and particle emissions for the fleet would then have to be calculated
as well.
Vehicle libraries for all the representative aircraft should be created in order to
make across the board design changes and observe fleet impacts. A large vehicle
library would be incredibly beneficial since many different scenarios in which aircraft
are fitted with different levels of technology improvement could be addressed. The
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choice of using only the 767-200ER as an optimization baseline and replacement
limits the usefulness of the fleet impacts because it only shows the impact of the
design changes on one particular brand of aircraft. The impacts would be larger
if replacement aircraft with design changes similar to those of the replacements in
the scenario were made for representative aircraft for each seat category. Although
the use of the one aircraft category limits the usefulness of the fleet impacts, the
methods used to generate the changes in operating costs and damage costs for the
single aircraft and the fleet operating costs and damage costs would remain the same.
The aircraft can be optimized according to several areas including the airframe,
the engine, and the operation of the aircraft to meet stringency standards. Combin-
ing the above areas, there are seven different ways the aircraft could be optimized. In
this NO, study, two cases are chosen: airframe and engine optimization and airframe
and engine optimization with a fixed pressure ratio. The way in which NO, is mea-
sured can also be chosen: measuring NO. in real time with operation time in modes
changing, NO. measured to constant ICAO times in mode, or using the certifica-
tion LTO NO, characteristic value, D,/Foo. After using these different optimizations
and methods in EDS, the results could then be compared to the assumptions and
calculations done by CAEP for the stringency options.
Now that the option value can be calculated for a future technology on an aircraft,
the performance of the trailing edge fan blowing in the model can be compared with
the performance of an older technology that has already reached TRL 9 and how
it fits the real options model. A detailed comparison of the results will be used to
make quantitative assessments of the limitations and assumptions currently in the
real options framework.
Looking beyond the current work, there are several projects underway that extend
EDS and continue work on AEDT. Projects are underway that are aiming for a full
cost-benefit capability that incorporates macro-economic factors, industry costs, new
emissions calculations, and new optimization packages. These projects provide crit-
ical components towards assessing aviation environmental impacts and quantitative
guidance for future aircraft design and regulation.
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Appendix A
Calculating Noise Damages
The calculation of noise damage cost is necessary to be able to aggregate noise damage
for the fleet as well as calculate the impacts of design changes. First, the noise damage
cost for one particular event (an arrival and departure) for a particular aircraft, the
767-200ER, is calculated. Then, the total damage from noise for the entire fleet
is estimated [38]. The methodology used below as well as the equations, is taken
directly from Pearce [38]. For this calculation and the sake of aggregating the fleet, it
is assumed, similar to CAEP [36], that the aircraft events all occur from one airport.
Let:
" N = total aircraft events per day = 1608.46 in 2002
* N200ER = total aircraft events per day for type 767-200ER= 46.7 in 2002
" NA = average (EPNdB) noise level on arrival = 119.3
" ND = average (EPNdB) noise level on departure = 94.9
The acoustic energy, E, for the aircraft per arrival is given by:
E200ER,A - 1 0 (NA-10)/10 (A.1)
So that for the 767-200ER, it is 10(119.3-10)/10 = 85.90 (divided by 109 for convenience).
For departure:
E200ER,D = 1 0 ND/10 (A.2)
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So that for the 767-200ER, it is 1094.9/10 = 3.09 (divided by 109). The deduction of 10
dB reflects an adjustment for the different relationship between certified noise levels
and noise footprints on arrival compared to departure. The total acoustic energy
generated by the 767-200ER is then:
N200ER(E200ER,A + E200ER,D) = 4.16. 1012 (A.3)
For all representative aircraft on a typical day in 2002 the energy is:
E = Ni(Ei,A + Ei,D) = 7.027 -10 3  (A.4)
This allows a calculation of the average daily Sound Exposure Level (SEL) in 2002:
AverageSEL = 10log(E/N) = 106.40 (A.5)
By definition [38]:
Leq = averageSEL + 10log(N) - 47.6 (A.6)
where Leq represents the total sound exposure for a 16 hour period. So the marginal
noise nuisance caused by the reduction in an event of the 767-200ER aircraft is:
6Leq200ER/6N = 6averageSEL/SN + 10/(Nloge10) (A.7)
averageSEL - 10log((E - (E200ER,A + E200ER,D))/N - 1) + 10/(2.3N) (A.8)
= 0.0055EPNdB (A.9)
Converting from EPNdB to dBA: 0.0055/1.35 = 0.0041 dBA. This is the quantity of
noise produced by an arrival and departure of 767-200ER on an average day in 2002.
The damage cost due to the aircraft arrival and departure is:
Cd,200ER = DHPD - 6Leq2OOER/6N (A.10)
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where DHPD is the daily price depreciation on houses due to noise. DHPD is the
marginal willingness to pay for aircraft noise reduction as reflected in the differential
house prices around airports [381. Therefore, using a DHPD = $28,896.80/dBA [38]:
$28,896.80/dBA x 0.0041 dBA = $159.6 per 767-200ER aircraft event.
Next, the total damage from noise for the aircraft fleet per day is calculated. The
method calculates the total quantity of noise (TQN) from all aircraft on an average
day in 2002.
TQN = (Ni .6Leqi/6N) (A.11)
This quantity is then valued using the noise damage cost, DHPD:
Cdtt = TQN - DHPD (A.12)
Equation A. 11 assumes that the quantity of noise damage from the marginal aircraft
is constant over the number of events in an average day. In general, fewer events
produce larger noise damage for the marginal aircraft event. Because of this marginal
constancy over events, the average quantity of noise damage per aircraft is higher
than the marginal quantity. However, alternative methods that take into account the
changing marginal noise damage focus on the actual zones around the airport and
not aircraft events and thus is not suitable for aggregation of the fleet. Equation A.11
still provides an estimate of aggregate noise damage costs to the fleet. For each year
in the predictions, the quantity of noise damage costs changes to reflect growth in the
number of events and remains constant for the average day. Therefore, the damage
cost per event per aircraft changes year to year. To calculate the aggregate noise
damage for the fleet in each year, the above procedure is followed for the average day
and multiplied by the days in the year.
The measurements for noise are taken at a static point on the runway during
the take-off and landing. The take-off measurement point is at a distance of 6,500
meters from the start of take-off roll, measuring along the center of the runway. The
approach measurement point is 120 meters vertically below the 34 descent path on
the center of the runway. The measurement points are in accordance with Annex 16
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to the Convention on International Civil Aviation [37]. The maximum decibel value
is then taken for that segment and engine type. The data for noise measurements is
collected from the ICAO noise database [7].
For Chapter 6, it is assumed that the aircraft system is the 767-200ER. With a
2 EPNdB reduction for both the landing and take-off certifications, the calculations
can be performed with NA= 117.34 and ND= 92.91. Using the same procedure
above, the damage cost is $102.95 per 767-200ER aircraft event. Therefore, the noise
savings is $159.60.14 - $102.95 = $56.65 per 767-200ER aircraft event.
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